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Welcome to our special publication containing the
findings and results of the New Energy Finance
Summit and Awards Dinner on 28 and 29 February.

It was our first such event, and we were delighted with
how it went. We hope you will find in the pages to
follow a faithful and stimulating record of those two
great days. 

For me, trying to summarise, there were three main
takeaways from the two days.

First, the event served to confirm the very real scale of the changes rippling through the energy sector as it
transforms from high-carbon to low-carbon. As expected, these changes are not limited to the inclusion of a little
wind power in the energy mix, or small amounts of heavily-subsidised solar power. We heard about a broad range
of clean energy solutions at various stages of the drive to scale. We also heard how incumbent energy players,
in oil, gas, coal and nuclear are changing in their own way, and how utilities are coming under pressure to respond
to the new realities of diverse and distributed generation.

Second, I took away an impression of the daunting scale of the challenge. Yes, we have seen USD 300bn
invested cumulatively in clean energy over the past three years, but that is a drop in the bucket compared to
around USD 10 trillion which will be required between now and 2030 for the transformation of the world’s energy
industry to continue along the path to a low-carbon future. Raising and deploying capital on this scale will not be
straightforward. If the sheer scale is not enough, there are clearly some big speed bumps to be driven over en
route: technological dead ends, boomlets and bustlets, legislative retreats, unanticipated consequences in the
commodity markets, industrial bottlenecks, opposition from entrenched interests. There must be easier sectors
in which to be an investor!

My third impression, however, is of the almost unlimited opportunities and the determination of individuals who
are now looking to exploit them. The New Energy Finance Awards for 2007, announced at the dinner on 28
February, showed that it is the world’s biggest advisory and fund management firms, with a few notable
newcomers, who are competing voraciously for deals in renewable energy and the carbon markets. We heard
too, at breakfast on the second day, how it is the search for talent which is the biggest barrier to rapid growth of
the sector.

And that comes down to you, the participants and contributors. I want to thank each of you – thought leaders,
delegates and expert respondents – without whom the Summit could not have been what it was.

We have lots of ideas for how to improve and develop the Summit for 2009. Feel free to contact us at any time
with suggestions. We look forward to seeing you next year!

Best Wishes,

Michael Liebreich

Michael Liebreich, chairman and CEO, New Energy Finance
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Clean energy needs USD 450bn
of annual investment by 2012
Michael Liebreich, chairman and CEO of New Energy Finance, presented his
vision of clean energy’s future at the Summit in London on 28 February. The
energy industry needs considerable investor momentum over the next 20 years if
the planet is going to be saved from the threat of a high-carbon dystopia.

The last four years have been characterised by the
establishing of the clean energy industry as a mainstream
piece of the world’s energy infrastructure.

We are really balanced on the cusp – there’s an
enormous amount of uncertainty about the future trajectory
of the clean energy sector. There’s probably never been a
time when there’s been so much concern about the credit
markets since I’ve been involved in this industry, and at the
same time there is so much uncertainty about various
political outcomes over the next year.

We invited the smartest, most active, most engaged
people to join us to interact over the two days of the
Summit.

News from the frontline

In 2007, there was some fresh news on the climate front
and essentially the news was bad. Global warming is
actually running at a faster rate than some of the models
anticipated a couple of years ago when the IPCC put out its
report.

For the latest data available for 2005 and 2006, those
scenarios have underestimated the pace of change. So
what’s happening in the world is actually developing more
rapidly than the worst scenarios that were taken seriously
by the IPCC.

Clean energy investment levels in 2007

In 2007, we estimate that USD 148bn of new money was
invested in clean energy. That is the equivalent of 1% of
global fixed-asset investment and clean energy accounted
for 19% of global energy infrastructure investment. 

Raising further - and sharply - the amount of
investment going into renewable energy, energy
efficiency and the carbon markets is a big challenge but
in our view it is not something that the capital markets
cannot deal with.

The story over recent years is that every sector, every
market and every asset class has grown very significantly in
terms of the amount of investment achieved. For instance,
annualised growth in the wind sector over the last four years
has been 73%. 

Investment in solar has grown at an annualised rate of
254% over the last four years. It is not yet anywhere near
to rivalling investment in the wind industry but that is
something that we expect to see change over the next five
to 10 years, possibly quicker. Other renewables comprising
mini hydro, marine and geothermal have grown by 97%
over the same period.

Biofuels have suffered a hiccup in their growth trend. We
all know what happened in the US last year and that has
been a dampener on growth there, although there has been
a shift to ethanol investment in Brazil. Despite a small
reduction in investment between 2006 and 2007, the
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average annual growth rate for the last four years in biofuels
is still an impressive 169%.

Energy efficiency is a difficult area for investors to find
pure-play investment opportunities in, but even so, our
figures show the amount of investment rising at an annual
rate of 65% over the last four years. Clean energy services
are also flourishing, with investment in these up 52% a
year.

Looking at the regional breakdown, Europe leads with
USD 76bn of new money in 2007, representing a 69%
growth rate. The amount of new money invested in the US
was just half of that invested in Europe, representing a 65%
growth rate. Asia attracted USD 30bn of new money in
2007.

Investment by asset class

Diversification opportunities mean you can invest in
different sectors and in different regions and therefore you
can mitigate the risk of different investment strategies.

The three main types of investment in clean energy are
by venture capital and private equity players in private
companies; by public market investors in quoted firms; and
by businesses and their financial backers in assets such as
wind farms, solar parks and biofuel production projects. 

Looking at these in turn, venture capital and private
equity have shown substantial growth. Early stage
investment only totalled approximately USD 2bn to USD
3bn of the USD 9.8bn in 2007. The rest was later stage
and leveraged investments.

However early stage technology investment is growing.
Instead of having to invest in pre-IPO rounds for

technologies that have been around for five or 10 years and
have struggled to be commercial until energy prices rose,
VC investors are looking for opportunities that will replenish
the hopper for the next load of technologies that will go
through to trade sale and IPO.

There are a lot of VC and private equity players out there:
we’ve logged 1600 players and it seems inconceivable that
they will all discover the next Google. Nevertheless, they
are a good source of liquidity for companies in this space.

The financing of assets makes up the bulk of clean
energy investment, reaching USD 85bn in 2007, enjoying
a 91% growth rate per year over the last four years.

The public markets raised USD 23bn in fresh equity for
clean energy companies, representing a 219% growth rate
compared to 2006 levels. The Iberdrola Renovables IPO
was the fourth largest in the world last year in any sector. It
raised more money from the public markets than the whole
clean energy sector raised from 2001 to 2005 combined.

One of the most important new trends in the last year
was the dramatic increase in the amount of money that was
raised for public equity funds. A few years ago, if you
wanted to put your money into sustainability or clean energy
there were relatively few opportunities. Other than Merrill
Lynch you’d be talking to a specialist such as Sustainable
Asset Management, Triodos, Sarasin or Winslow. By the
end of last year you could talk to ABN Amro, Barclays,
Deutsche Bank, HSBC and Invesco. This is a dramatic sea
change – huge liquidity is flowing into this sector.

Carbon funds are also an important part of the picture.
Funds under management were USD 12bn in 2007. There
is an enormous amount of money available for good,
competent and capable project developers. That is against
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Source: New Energy Finance, IMF WEO Database, IEA WEO 2007, Boeing 2006 Annual Report

Total Global New Investment in Clean Energy
2004 – 2007

Adjusted for reinvestment. Geared reinvestment assumes a one-
year lag between VC/PE/Public Markets funds raised and
reinvestment in projects.



the backdrop of the development of the carbon markets,
from USD 30bn to USD 67bn of annual liquidity.

Liquidity / valuation issues

The tremendous inflows of capital we have seen have
helped to push up asset prices. 

We are involved in publishing the WilderHill New Energy
Global Innovation Index, or NEX, and this has outstripped
by far over the last five years the S&P, Nasdaq, Dow Jones
and even the Amex Oil Index. It’s a tremendous
performance, averaging 30% growth over the last five
years. This has been tremendously good news as long as
you’ve been long those stocks, long the NEX or long the
fund that tracks the NEX.

There is a slight worry here – one of the few about clean
energy markets. What long-term valuation creation can we
expect? We looked for examples where industries have
sustained about 15% value creation over more than five
years and we could not find one.

The story in terms of valuation is of long-term value-
creating growth, with volatility. This is an early stage
industry. If you look at the NEX, two-thirds of its 89
constituents are making money and one-third of companies
are not. This is an industry that is exposed to policy
decisions and to sentiment in the market, and it is exposed
to the next hurricane or the lack of the next hurricane.
We’re going to see volatility but I believe we are going to
see long-term value creation.

What could go wrong? The current situation in the credit
markets is clearly raising spreads that are available on the
debt for the industry and reducing the leverage that is
available to projects. Not necessarily for the best projects or

for the blue-chip counterparties but certainly it is having an
impact on the middle and bottom of the project curve.

World energy is being restructured

What’s really going on is nothing less than a complete
restructuring of the world’s energy industry. When I founded
New Energy Finance, it was very simple because we
thought that renewable energy would grow from 1% to
10% or 15% of the energy sector. Now, the picture is very
different. What we’re being asked about is the system
change from a high-carbon energy industry to a low-carbon
energy industry.

The changes that are happening are not just driven by the
availability of some new renewable energy technologies but
are driven by the carbon markets, by extreme concerns over
climate change, by energy security issues, by deregulation,
by poverty in the developing world, and by the fact that
there have been blackouts in many of the fast-growing
economies. It’s much more about how we achieve a low-
carbon approach, and that’s going to have implications
across the whole of the energy system.

What we set out to discuss at the New Energy Finance
Summit was to put clean energy in the context of the
energy system. There are a lot of conferences where you
can go to hear about solar, wind or venture capital. But we
wanted to assemble a group of people who could debate
where the energy system is coming from and where it is
going to. It is complicated and we thought it needed more
debate and examination.

Wind

The increase in the number of installations is growing at
28% a year in this heavy engineering industry. This is
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Source: New Energy Finance

New Investment in Clean Energy by Asset Class
2004 – 2007

Excludes reinvestment adjustment



hugely impressive. The engineers who are involved in wind
around the world should take enormous credit for what they
are achieving every day. This is happening despite
increases in turbine prices. Some people say turbine prices
have gone up by a factor of 50%. Based on our data going
back six years, in real terms, it is more like 13%. So, in
nominal terms it is more like an increase of 25% to 30%. But
the growth is happening despite the increase in turbine prices.

There are some countries like Denmark, Germany and
Spain that are starting to look saturated for onshore wind
but there are plenty of big markets where the penetration
levels are low. These include India, Italy, the UK, the US
and of course, China, where the 5% potential is probably an
under-estimate of the energy that it could generate from wind.

The US has really not had to engage in offshore wind
because it has so much land mass available for onshore wind.

But we’ve seen the support infrastructure, the supporting
subsidies and regimes have been improved for offshore
wind in other major countries like Germany and the UK,
making offshore wind a much more viable proposition than
it was three-to-five years ago when everyone started to get
excited about it.

Solar

Installations for solar have increased at a rate of 122% from
a much smaller base, but it has been very rapid growth.
What’s more, we think the silicon bottleneck that has held
the industry back for the last few years is going to ease.

We think there will be excess silicon in 2009 and 2010,
bringing down prices. The current 46 cents per KWh is a
premium because of the shortage of silicon. When that
shortage unwinds, there will be experience-curve-based

cost reductions in the modules, in all the balance of plant
and installations.

We think that by 2012 there will be a price of 24 cents
per KWh in sunny locations, unsubsidised, and that will be
competitive with retail electricity prices at the peak in some
of those places. It transforms the solar game not to have to
rely on any sort of subsidy – and, excuse the pun, the
demand suddenly available to solar installers will go through
the roof.

Biomass

Some of the biomass technologies are today fully
competitive, not surprisingly landfill gas but also
incineration, whether it’s municipal waste or grown-for-
purpose biomass. Biomass power is starting to become
competitive. Its costs going forward are clearly going to
come down.

What’s going to happen to the cost of generation from
carbon and coal? We all know what’s going to happen with
carbon prices coming into effect – the cost is going to go
up. The good news is there is a lot of biomass potential in
the world. Only a very small proportion of existing biomass
stock is being used already.

Biofuels

Biofuels have had a tougher time. We are now seeing
restructuring of US biofuel plants, many of which have not
come into production and have been mothballed. We are
seeing M&A activity as biofuels in the US is being
rationalised. 

However, the problems of the US and European biofuel
sectors is not the whole picture by any means. There has
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been a surge in investment in Brazilian sugar-based ethanol
which is competitive with petroleum-based gasoline at
prices like USD 40 a barrel.

Outlook

We are seeing tremendous acceleration of investment in,
and in the use of, clean energy, but that’s not all. We are
also seeing reduced demand through improved efficiency
and energy-intensity reduction.

The International Energy Agency thinks that energy demand
will go from 11bn tonnes of oil equivalent a year to 18bn
tonnes a year as indicated in its reference scenario. And the
IEA has an alternative scenario where it thinks demand will
grow to about 16bn tonnes of oil equivalent. We believe the
real figure will be between 14bn and 15bn tonnes a year.

This forecast comes from work we are doing called our
Global Futures Initiative. We’re looking at energy intensity
per unit of GDP.

With the exception of China, over the last five years we
have seen tremendous progress in reducing the energy
intensity per unit of GDP. Everyone has become
mesmerised with those last five years in China. However, if
you go back to a little bit further China was achieving
enormous energy efficiency improvements in industry after
industry that averaged 6.7% per annum. The last five years
have been much patchier.

The last few years have been the peak rate of this
enormous transforming shift in China’s economy. China is
the fulcrum on which the balance of the world depends in
terms of climate change. We’re seeing that there will be a
slowing down of the rate of transformation in China’s
economy.

That’s going to return the trend of reduced energy
intensity and that means that we are going to undershoot
the major official forecasts of energy demand in China. And
this is very much in line with the official Chinese policy of
improving energy efficiency by substantial steps of 4% and
5% per annum.

We’ll see more renewable energy than the official
forecasts and we’ll also see lower demand which means
there will be a peak in old energy. I believe we will see that
before the official forecasts. You’ll also see carbon capture
and sequestration as well as a resurgence in nuclear.

Chilling reminder

There’s a chilly comment in the Stern Review that says the
stocks of hydrocarbons that are profitable to extract under
current policies are more than enough to take the world to
levels of greenhouse gas concentration well beyond 750
parts per million of carbon dioxide with dangerous
consequences. CO2 at this level means three-to-five
degrees centigrade of global warming.

We either leave the stuff in the ground or we kiss the
climate goodbye or we figure out carbon capture and
sequestration. Those are the only three choices that we
have. Luckily, there is a lot of activity including pilot projects
in the world of CCS.

I believe we will see a peak in carbon dioxide before
2020. The IPCC says it has to be 2015 or 2016.

Achieving reductions in carbon dioxide emissions is going
to cost a lot of money. While the USD 148bn invested in
2007 is a good start, it needs to increase to USD 450bn by
2012 and to USD 600bn by 2030. Many of the people who will
put that investment into effect are in this room right now.
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Ladies and Gentlemen, good afternoon.

I was recently asked if I saw any parallels between the green investment boom of the 1970s and the situation
today. The implication of the question was clear: is the ongoing success of renewable and alternative energy
dependent on high oil prices? Clearly, energy economics are playing a very important role.

But there are two other drivers at play. First – the growing concern about energy security – leading many countries
to seek so-called energy independence, or at least to diversify their supplies. And second – the steady crescendo
of concern about climate change. This is resulting in government action – in Europe, North America and now in
other parts of the world – to price in the carbon externality. 

As an investor in alternative energy, it is the climate change driver – more than any other factor – that gives me
the greatest confidence in the future. And it’s here that I’d like to focus my remarks today.

The Princeton Wedges, although nearly four years old, remains one of the more compelling studies I’ve seen on
energy and climate change mitigation. That work may be familiar to many people in this room, but let me briefly
remind you of its conclusions. 

In order to avoid the worst consequences of climate change, we are told that the world must reduce its carbon
emissions by between eight and 12 gigatonnes a year by 2058, compared with business as usual projections.

Professor Socolow’s team identifies fifteen strategies – or wedges – each one of which would lower carbon
emissions by a gigaton. If pursued simultaneously these wedges would therefore allow us to meet a realistic global
target for reducing emissions.

The climate challenge
Lord John Browne, European managing partner and managing director of
Carlyle Group / Riverstone Holdings, gave a keynote speech at the New Energy
Finance Summit in London on 29 February in which he outlined how the energy
industry is playing a role in addressing the climate challenge.
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Four of the wedges involve taking energy out of the system through energy efficiency measures. 
The remaining eleven involve taking carbon out of energy: 

• three are related to carbon capture and storage
• two involve fuel switching to gas and nuclear
• and the remaining six are related to renewable energy and bio-storage. 

Of course achieving a wedge represents a tremendous challenge. The solar wedge, for example, would require
increasing installed solar capacity by 700 times compared with today. And the wind wedge would require increasing
wind capacity fifty-fold.

Viewed through the lens of compound annual growth rates, however, these numbers look rather less daunting.
Seven hundred times solar over 50 years translates to a compound growth rate of 14% per year. By comparison,
the latest IEA reference scenario – often cited as a pessimistic study – projects an annual growth rate of 17% out
to 2030. Actual solar growth rates are even higher than this: the sector grew 47% in 2007, according to NEF.

There is a similar story for wind. The compound growth rate to reach a wind wedge is 7%, compared to an actual
growth rate of 31% last year.

Of course, renewable energy sources are expanding from a relatively low base and maintaining these growth rates
is an extremely ambitious proposition. Doing so will require an iron-clad partnership between governments and
business: policymakers setting the rules and investors deploying capital within those rules. 

The starting point for this partnership must be getting the policy design right. And I believe a good deal of progress
has already been made on this front. 

I am struck by the near universal consensus over what is needed to deploy energy efficiency and low-carbon
energy at scale. The answer is what might be called a ‘policy portfolio’ – and there are four key elements.

The first, and most fundamental, component is establishing a price for carbon, through a combination of cap and
trade programmes, taxes and regulations. Pricing in the carbon externality, preferably on a global basis, would
fundamentally advantage low-carbon energy and promote energy efficiency. And it would do so in an economically
efficient manner, harnessing the power of the market. 

Secondly, there is the need for tailored technology incentives in addition to the carbon price. The purpose of these
incentives is to accelerate the development and deployment of low-carbon technologies, reducing their costs to
the point at which they can compete with a carbon price alone.

We know that R&D is best stimulated by capital-based incentives. And we know that technology deployment is
best encouraged by production-based policies that are clear, stable and long-term.

The third element in the policy portfolio is the removal of barriers to low-carbon energy deployment. For
renewables, it is clear that planning laws and grid regulations remain big barriers. In the EU, for example, renewable
power plants must gain approval from an average of 9.5 authorities before they can be built. And in the United
States, wind projects are often held up by a complex patchwork of state and federal grid regulations.

Another barrier is the lack of consistent technical standards to underpin the trade of new energy commodities such
as biofuels. It’s encouraging to see the EU taking a lead here. A more fundamental barrier to low-carbon energy
deployment is enduring conventional energy subsidies, which total around $200bn globally, compared with only
$33bn for nuclear and renewables.
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The fourth element in the portfolio is infrastructure. Governments are increasingly realising that accelerated low-
carbon energy deployment will require their intervention to help get infrastructure built. In Europe, for example, a
strengthened, cross-border grid would allow greater penetration of intermittent renewable power sources. And in
the United States, there is growing support for a transmission ‘superhighway’ network to unlock the vast wind
resources in the central part of that country. 

So the Princeton work shows us that there are practical climate change mitigation choices available today. And
there is now a clear consensus about the policies needed to deploy these solutions at scale.

What, then, is missing? It is one thing to know what needs to be done and quite another for the details of those
policies to be worked out, enacted and enforced. Getting from the former to the latter requires political leadership.
And I believe this remains today’s rate determining step.

One of the biggest challenges is navigating interest group politics – because putting in place the basket of policies
I’ve described will entail winners and losers. For example, the latest EU ETS proposals are leading to concern
among energy-intensive industries that they will become disadvantaged. At the same time, the billions of euros
likely to be raised through auctioning carbon permits are leading to fears of political sclerosis, with various lobbies
vying to gain access to the funds.

Overcoming these vested interests and preventing lobby
capture is especially difficult in strongly representative
democracies, where institutions are deliberately designed
to create checks and balances. It will be even more
difficult to manage between countries because of the
emotive equity issues at stake: the question of how
efforts should be divided between developed and
developing nations. We saw these issues playing out at
Bali last December. And we are likely to see them leading
up to the crucial Copenhagen meeting in late 2009.

Another leadership challenge is sustaining climate policies over time, when the results of that leadership may not
be visible for years or even decades. The Stern report is compelling that the risk-adjusted costs of doing nothing
greatly exceed the costs of taking action over a long timeframe. However, politics are inherently short-term,
especially in countries with rapid election cycles.

There is danger that political oxygen is drawn from long-term climate policies to more visible – but ultimately far
less important – temporary economic problems.

On top of all this, the policy principles I spoke about earlier will need to be translated into practical, workable and
acceptable rules. This is unglamorous work but it is essential – deploying energy efficiency and low-carbon energy
at scale will require entirely new approaches to rulemaking. To do all this will require soaring vision – capturing the
public’s hearts and minds. But we will also require lead shoes to keep us on the ground – the hard, detailed
technical work I’ve just spoken about. 

Businesses, scientists and NGOs will all play a critical role in informing this work. But ultimate responsibility will
rest with our elected officials and public servants.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I’d like to finish with a short quotation. Theodore Roosevelt once said: “Far and away the
best prize that life offers is the chance to work hard at work worth doing.”

Thank you very much.
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Diverse technologies will shape
clean energy’s bright future
The inaugural New Energy Finance Summit in London got underway with a
session called Developments in New Energy. It laid the foundation for two days
of intelligent panel discussions and interactive delegate debate on the future
direction concerning matters important to new energy industry thought leaders.
Ashwini Raj reports

Moderating the Summit’s first session, Margaret Doyle,
contributing editor at Economist Conferences, said:
“Climate change is really hot.”

Luiz Gustavo Junqueira Figueiredo, commercial director,
Usina Alta Mogiana and VP of the Sugar and Ethanol
Chamber of the Brazilian Mercantile Exchange sparked
interest in one of the most promising new energy countries:
Brazil. “We are excited about ethanol in Brazil because the
economy is growing at 5% a year. Almost 85% of new cars
being produced in Brazil are flex-fuel cars. In the next 10
years, we will have 20 million cars using this technology.
Ethanol plays a significant role in reducing CO2 emissions
–almost by 50%.”

Usina Alta Mogiana, a producer of sugar, ethanol and
power using bagasse cogeneration, is part of Grupo Lincoln
Junqueira which is based at Sao Paulo in Brazil. The
company is involved in a 37.5MW biomass-to-energy Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM) project that will generate
279670 Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) over seven
years. When quizzed about the progress of the ambitious
project, Junqueira Figueiredo said: “The project is doing

well, but the total revenues of the programme are still too
small compared to our company size and do not represent
a competitive advantage yet.”

But for a company that has been involved in sugar and
ethanol production, primarily in Brazil, will it be possible for
the country to sustain such large-scale production? 

“In Brazil, we believe we have 100 million hectares
available to plant. Now, sugarcane is occupying seven
million hectares, of which four million is ethanol. We could
comfortably increase production 10 times just in Brazil,”
Junqueira Figueiredo said. “Today we make about 8000
litres of ethanol for every hectare. From corn, you could
make 4000 litres or from sugar beet 5000 litres. We
believe we could go to 20,000 litres per hectare [from
sugar cane].”

If Brazil and the ethanol industry can prove to be so
competitive, can geothermal be left far behind? Ormat’s
CEO Dita Bronicki assured us that although geothermal is
new, complex and needs more technical expertise, it cannot
be ignored. “Geothermal is competitive, at six-to-10 cents
a kWh. It is definitely competitive today,” she said. “Its need
for regulatory support is lower than that of solar, but that
support is still important.”

Does that mean the geothermal sector will soon close the
gap on the solar and wind sectors that are leading the way
in investment worldwide? What about national targets for

(left to right) Nicolo Dubini, Miguel Salis Canosa, Marcel Brenninkmeijer,
Dita Bronicki, Luis Gustavo Junquerira Figueiredo and Margaret Doyle

“Almost 85% of new cars being
produced in Brazil are flex-fuel cars. In
the next 10 years, we will have 20
million cars using this technology.”
Junqueira Figueiredo
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20% electricity from renewables by 2020? Bronicki admits
that geothermal alone will not be of much help:

“Geothermal is never going to produce 10% of the
world’s electricity, but the way we look at it is that if it
reaches 2% in 20-to-50 years, then that is a lot. What the
world will need is a portfolio of different energies.”

But that does not mean that geothermal looks
unpromising. Bronicki detailed that “about 5% of energy in
California is generated by geothermal resources”. She

added: “Although geothermal has a much smaller potential
than wind and solar, if the development of EGS [enhanced,
or engineered geothermal systems] is successful, the share
of geothermal out of the total renewable energy being
generated is going to increase substantially.”

Dita Bronicki

Miguel Salis Canosa: “I agree with Michael Liebreich’s
vision on the subject. It will continue to grow very
rapidly. Even leaving aside scarcity of oil and climate-
change issues, which are primary drivers, there are
several technologies that are already approaching
commercialisation.”

Marcel Brenninkmeijer: “I see an unsatisfiable demand
for the unforeseeable future – having to find solutions
regarding climate change will increase demand. Also
costs (especially in solar) are coming down and fossil-
fuel-based energy will become more expensive over
time given the huge growth prospects of countries like
China and India.”

Luiz Gustavo Junqueira Figueiredo: “I foresee a bright
future, since conventional energy is close to its
production peak and will have to be replaced by cleaner
energies. The road will be rough sometimes, however,
with a lot of volatility.”

Dita Bronicki: “With the growing awareness of climate
change, coupled with the concerns for fuel security and
fuels costs, renewable energies will have a growing role
in the portfolio of energy generation plants.”

Nicolo Dubini: “In Europe, we expect strong growth in
renewable energy. The European Commission has
indicated a target of 20% of energy coming from
renewable sources by 2020, and forecasts especially
strong growth for wind energy, both onshore and
offshore, and solid biomass. In order to replace fossil
fuels and combat carbon emissions, renewable energy
will become more and more a growth sector; naturally
technological innovation will be important in determining
which types of renewable energy become most cost-
effective for the future.”

Nicolo Dubini describes what non-virgin biomass is and
discusses what challenges the concept faces before it
can really become a viable source of energy.

“Waste is generated in all populated areas; its treatment
(disposal, recycling, and incineration) must take into
account a number of factors including social nuisance,
environmental and health problems, technical feasibility
and economic aspects.

Non-virgin biomass from waste is a locally-created,
secure, renewable energy source that is always
available. Transforming waste into energy solves the
problems of waste disposal, ensures a trustworthy,
continuous, energy supply, and can cut down on CO2
emissions, all advantages for the local population.

Beyond the local population, non-virgin biomass is also
a viable energy source for sale and shipping more
broadly. Producing fuel from waste through mechanical
biological treatment and then using it as a fossil fuel
substitute, possibly shipping it to other regions, can be
a business opportunity but one must take into account
a mix of environmental and economic factors. Energy
balance and cost comparison can give us all the
information about the maximum reasonable distance for
any waste delivered fuel shipment. Of course these
driving forces must also be considered for virgin
biomass.”

What is non-virgin biomass?

What does the future hold in store for new energy?
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US-based Ormat focuses predominantly on geothermal
and was founded in 1965. What began as an “idea to just
develop distributed power in areas with no electricity
network in developing countries” quickly turned into one of
the leading geothermal organisations. NYSE-listed Ormat
Technologies is engaged in the geothermal and recovered
energy power business. The company designs, develops,
builds, owns and operates geothermal and recovered

energy power plants and manufactures the power
generating equipment for these plants.

Bronicki detailed plans for diversification: “Already today,
Ormat is involved in Recovered Energy generation which is
electricity generated from waste heat, in addition to the
geothermal activity. Ormat has decided to go into areas in
which it has a technological advantage. 

Panellists and delegates at the New Energy Finance
Summit debated two of the most critical questions in New
Energy:

What are the main obstacles to continued rapid growth in
the clean energy sector?

How can companies and investors position themselves for
any future market corrections in clean energy? 

More than 150 participants centred around 20 tables
discussed, debated and fine-tuned their focus on the main
industry challenges and offered a wide variety of solutions.
The discussions were distilled, filtered and presented by
session respondent David Sandalow, a senior fellow at the
Brookings Institution and chair of the Energy & Climate
Working Group of the Clinton Global Initiative.

Sandalow presented his super seven issues, distilled from
the views of the whole room.

1. Liquidity concerns: The answer lay, for most
participating in the discussion, in globalising the carbon
price around the world as much as increasing liquidity.

2. Regulation: Several participants opined that the short-
term nature of the policy drivers was a chief concern such
as Kyoto expiring in 2012 as was the unpredictable nature
of policies. Also, different policies in different places did
nothing to help, said one participant, citing the example of
the US where tax credits were very different from state to
state.

3. Transmission costs / Infrastructure: A big obstacle,
according to many participants, who believed that it is an
expensive proposition for the developer alone to bear such
costs.

4. Bottlenecks: Participants identified many, the chief
among them being silicon bottlenecks, shortage of talent,

wind turbines, infrastructure for the biofuel sector, lack of
executives who can grow a business successfully and lack
of skilled labour.

5. Competition from fossil economy: The commitment
to maintain oil flows around the world is proving to be a
strong obstacle in the development of new energy,
concurred many.

6. Competition from nuclear: One participant summed it
up very aptly: “Europe could kill renewables with nuclear.”

7. Lack of leadership: Simply put by one of the
participants: “Governments will not lead, so entrepreneurs
must step in.”

While many problems were raised, there are key
strategies that industry players can adopt to ensure an
element of success, according to most participants.

Being a long-term player: It would help to “stay in the
venture capital space for longer and not go public too fast
and too soon,” said one delegate.

Another delegate stated: “Do not panic and dump!”

“We need to become cash generative, not be dependent
on just subsidies.”

There is a need for initiative to be marketed appropriately,
said one participant: “If you can get capital that freely
flows, things will continue to move. There is a need to
merge with the PR dimension.”

Traditional companies needed to do more to turn green.

Big firms need to take more technological risks.

The pressing need is to “continually refresh the policy
environment”.

New energy’s big questions
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Solar, for instance, is one such area. From increased
photovoltaic activity to companies bagging contracts to build

solar manufacturing lines and scaling-up wafer production,
the sector is very active.

Marcel Brenninkmeijer:
• Which sector do you think is the most promising
(besides the one you are in)?
If I knew it, we would be in it!

• Which sector would you rather not be in and why?
Any sector which cannot be scaled easily.

• One selling point about new energy?
Power for a better world (which, also, happens to be the
slogan of Good Energies).

• One thing you cannot resist saying about old energy?
Real costs are not charged.

Dita Bronicki:
• Which sector do you think is the most promising
(besides the one you are in)?
Solar, once economic storage solutions are found.

• One selling point about new energy?
Sustainable world.

• One thing you cannot resist saying about old energy?
Black

Miguel Salis Canosa:
• Which sector do you think is the most promising
(besides the one you are in)?
Nuclear, in the broader sense of the term. Beyond
nuclear, carbon storage offers great potential.

• One thing you cannot resist saying about old
energy?
Will remain for the next 50 years, there is no question
about it.

Luiz Gustavo Junqueira Figueiredo:
• Which sector do you think is the most promising
(besides the one you are in)? 
I like solar technology and hybrid cars as well, so
companies that can benefit from developments in these
areas should be very promising.

• Which sector would you rather not be in and why?
I would not like to be in a too regulated market and/or

being dependent on large subsidies, like the sugar
companies in Europe.

• One selling point about new energy?
It is crucial for the sustainable growth of mankind.

• One thing you cannot resist saying about old energy?
Old energy still has a strong lobby and hidden subsidies
that prevent competitors from making further progress in
most countries.

Nicolo Dubini:
• Which sector do you think is the most promising
(besides the one you are in)?
One of the most promising sectors, as confirmed by the
EU Commission’s forecasts, is wind power. Italy is not
only sunny but also windy due to its large coastal areas.
However, wind is not continuously and readily available
everywhere and wind turbines can be considered
problematic by local communities in terms of the
landscape.

• Which sector would you rather not be in and why?
Carbon storage. In Italy, there is not a large enough fossil
fuel reservoir available to be used easily for carbon
storage.

• One selling point about new energy?
Traditional energy sources are running out and pollute
excessively. It has become imperative to start introducing
and developing new technologies that use renewable
energy sources, at least partially substituting fossil fuels.
New energy is viable when it is clean and renewable. The
use of waste as an energy source meets these criteria,
can reduce CO2 emissions, and contributes as well to
solving the problem of waste disposal.

• One thing you cannot resist saying about old energy? 
In addition to the limited availability of fossil fuel, another
negative element is that production of “old energy” does
not even minimally take into account the environmental
aspect, or the security of energy supply. 

And disposing of municipal waste using landfills will one
day become unsustainable; it is important to develop
technology today that can tackle all these problems.

The Rapid Fire round
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Is this proof enough that solar is the next big thing in new
energy? Good Energies chairman & founder Marcel
Brenninkmeijer certainly seems to think so. “Solar has great
potential,” he said. Although development in solar is
motivated by subsidy, Brenninkmeijer said that going
forward un-subsidised solar would be achievable.

“The beauty of solar is that it is scalable, modular and
low-maintenance too,” he said. “Solar, in my opinion, will be
the cheapest source of energy available within the next
25 or 50 years.” Clearly, solar wins Brenninkmeijer’s vote
despite the fact that Good Energies has also focused on
several other sub-sectors including wind, energy efficiency
and project finance.

Miguel Salis Canosa, founder and managing partner of
N+1 Eolia, a private equity management company
exclusively focused in new energy investments which is
poised for an IPO in the near future, concurred: “We do
expect significant cost reductions to continue in the solar
photovoltaics industry going forward.”

However, for Salis Canosa, wind is where the future story
lies. “Primary focus is on the wind sector, where there is
more investment and financing,” although he said that solar
has ‘tremendous potential’. “Wind will be the largest sector
by far. To that end, Eolia will continue to integrate in the
Spanish and international markets,” he added.

The relation between Spain and wind is a rather
interesting one, and for Salis Canosa his summation is
straightforward: “Spain is good for wind because of its
relatively low-density population, good wind conditions and
good grid infrastructure with support from policy – but
nothing out of the ordinary.”

Spain, then, is for wind what Italy is for solar, considering
Pirelli Ambiente’s foray into the much-talked about sector.
What began as a waste-to-energy firm has today made
giant strides in solar. So what prompted this foray? Nicolo
Dubini, chairman and CEO of Pirelli Ambiente, the firm that
has developed and patented solid recovered fuel (SRF-P)
from municipal solid waste, said: “Italy, due to its sheer sun
intensity and the government’s incentive scheme, is
projected to be one of the top European countries for solar
energy production.”

“The Italian market, in fact, is one of the most attractive
in Europe given that it has the highest insolation in the
Mediterranean area. Italy is considered the first country to
reach parity with the grid. This represents a significant
growth opportunity for our business. One of the Pirelli
Group’s core businesses is real estate development and it
was here that our solar foray began. Growth in the
photovoltaics business is extremely dynamic,” Dubini said.

The debate rages on. From sectors such as solar and
wind that have developed in leaps and bounds to newer
technologies such as biomass, geothermal and carbon
storage, the Summit delegates debated them all. 

Nicolo Dubini

Miguel Salis Canosa

It’s over to the floor
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Refining energy strategies
Since green became the new black, energy companies in Europe and the US have
been refining not just their oil but also their images. Electricity providers and
distributors have been busy either tacking renewable energy assets onto their
investment portfolios or acquiring the companies developing them. Stephan
Nielsen reports on the Developments in Energy Infrastructure session.

Oil and gas have been keen to boost their green credentials
by spinning off subsidiaries that focus specifically on
renewables and developing vast pipelines of wind projects.
The industry has so far shown limited interest in first-
generation biofuels preferring to invest in second-
generation technologies and feedstocks, but this could
change as a narrowing crush spread in Europe and the US
send small refineries scrambling for exit strategies. As one
prominent biofuels investor candidly put it: “First-generation
ethanol is just a transition solution. There is not enough land
and water in the world to substitute oil and gas.”

A host of firms are developing processes that would allow
old energy to use the same dirty feedstocks by either
processing them so they release less harmful emissions or
burning them and pumping those harmful emissions
underground.

Daniel Goldman, executive vice president & CFO, Great
Point Energy, a manufacturer of a coal gasification
technology, was quick to side-step previous sessions’ focus
on clean energy’s need for government support. “We can
produce natural gas competitively at a production cost of
USD 4 per million Btu without government incentives and
without factoring in revenue from carbon credits,” he said.

Goldman propounded the use of renewables, but in
moderation. He emphasised that a country’s grid must be
fed by the right balance of base load and intermittent
energy sources. “Texas, which relies heavily on wind power,
recently suffered rolling black-outs when wind levels
dropped,” he said. “However important solar and wind are,
we will continue to need to use our abundant coal resources
as well.”

Goldman also delivered a quip at biofuels: “Unlike some
other clean industries, there is no shortage of coal
feedstock. In fact, in the US at least, there is more than
250 years of coal supply available.”

Chris Mottershead (left) and Henri Philippe Reichstul

Chris Mottershead of BP

“At Peterhead, we wanted to build a commercial-scale
plant using gas as the feedstock as this involves simpler
technology, reducing the technical-risk premium that
needs to be built into the economics. We also wanted
to use a specific existing North Sea platform and
reservoir that were about to be decommissioned to
store the carbon dioxide.

Unfortunately, for economic and geological reasons we
needed to make a decision on the decommissioning of
the field sooner than the government process on
supporting CCS allowed. This coupled with the fact the
government eventually opted to support coal and post-
combustion technology in their competition meant
Peterhead, using natural gas and pre-combustion
technology, could no longer be a contender.

We wanted the electricity we generated to receive
effectively the same level of financial support to that
already available to renewable electricity under the UK’s
ROC system.”
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Carbon capture and sequestration could secure old
energy and its infrastructure a place alongside renewables
if costs can be brought down sufficiently. The technology
could have huge applications in emerging companies where
coal is abundant and electricity supply is a limiting factor for
economic growth.

Chris Mottershead, distinguished advisor for BP Group,
argued that a combination of moving down the technology
cost curve and the anticipated increase in the carbon price
established by mechanisms like the EU Emissions Trading
Scheme (EU ETS) could ultimately be sufficient to cover
the costs of CCS. But until that point, there must be
transitional incentives to make the projects economic and
help CCS technology mature.

Mottershead said that a lack of clear policy and regulatory
frameworks in the UK contributed to BP’s decision to
shelve plans to build a 475MW plant at Peterhead,
Scotland.

Lady Barbara Judge, chairman, UK Atomic Energy
Authority (AEA), proved equally eager to showcase her
industry’s economic viability and its importance in the UK’s
future energy mix.

“The government is not proposing to finance nuclear new
build itself. Proposed builders are not short of money, they
just want to feel it will be well spent. I am told that nuclear
energy would be competitive when oil is USD 40 per
barrel,” she said. “Industry should be allowed the right to
decide whether or not they believe it will be economic for

them to begin construction. In order for them to make this
decision, political parties must agree that they will not make
a U-turn, otherwise these firms will not invest.”

According to Lady Judge, times are changing and so are
opinions. As climate change becomes more embedded in
the public’s social conscience, nuclear is becoming a more
accepted part of today’s energy zeitgeist: “In the old days
approximately 32% of the population was for nuclear, 40%
against and the remainder didn’t care. Recently, these
proportions have changed to 38% in favour and 32%
against. Those in favour are gradually creeping up in
number,” she said.

Some have questioned the commitment of electric utility
companies in combating climate change through energy
efficiency arguing that they are reluctant to invest in super-
conductive transmission grids, smart-metering, and better
insulation because it encroaches onto their revenues.

Gearoid Lane, director, British Gas New Energy, a new
business unit in British Gas that focuses on energy
efficiency and climate-change initiatives within the utility
said: “It is crazy to think that there is a conflict of interest
between consumers and energy providers. This is an age of
consumer power. Our clients want energy efficiency – if
they don’t get insulation from us then they will go to
someone else.”

Half of the world’s oil majors have proven themselves to 
be leaders, not laggards, in renewable energy. They have
the scale and capital to tackle large, innovative projects and

“The world generates approximately 15% of its electricity
from nuclear energy. In the UK this figure is 20%. If we
keep on decommissioning power plants around the UK,
by 2020, this percentage will fall to just 2%. No one has
told me that we will need 18% less energy in 2020.

Some people feel threatened by nuclear because of
things that happened long ago. Today it is a great deal
safer to work in a nuclear power plant than to board a train
in this country. New nuclear offers a solution to climate
change and energy security and should not be confused
with old nuclear which was considered dangerous by
some. There have only been two significant accidents in
the last fifty years and one of them, Chernobyl, was an
accident waiting to happen. The second incident – Three
Mile Island – was not a failure but a success because the
problem was contained effectively and no one got hurt. All

in all, nuclear has the best safety record of any
conventional energy source and once up and running, the
costs are relatively low and very stable.

We now know what an acceptable solution is to the waste
problem and that is building deep geological storage
facilities. The only question is: where do you put them?
My view is they have to be built next to the power plants
in order to minimise transport.

A system needs to be put in place where communities
would bid for the new power plants and their associated
storage waste facilities. With this would come grants of
infrastructure money and other community benefits. It is
my firm belief that people who live next to power plants
are not unhappy. After all, they voted with their feet and
have not moved away.”

Lady Barbara Judge of UK AEA



have demonstrated focus. The industry is also ideally
positioned to move into cutting-edge clean-energy
technologies. It could leverage its experience in offshore oil
production and drilling to tackle the logistical problems of
erecting offshore wind farms and tunnelling for carbon
sequestration. Any forward momentum, however, requires a
clear and consistent energy agenda that all political parties
are committed to.

Governments in Europe and North America have been
more effective in their dealings with electric utilities, binding
them to strict regulatory obligations so that they implement
energy-saving measures both on the supply side and
demand side. Utilities should turn these obligatory
measures into business opportunities, according to
Goldman. “We should be more active in providing
consumers with incentives to cut down their energy use and
financing their investments in energy efficiency,” he said.

One impediment to the development of energy efficiency
has been limited private sector participation in the space.
“Anybody who can find a way of unlocking energy
efficiency as a business proposition will make a fortune,”
said Goldman.
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“Policymakers write off the small things. Because
transport and heat are difficult markets to tackle the
government focuses on electricity and building of mega
projects like the Seven Barrage to reach this target.
While of course largescale projects will play an important
role, sometimes it is easier to make a million little things
happen (like millions of solar panels on people’s houses)
as opposed to a few big things. Technologies such as
heat pumps, solar thermal and solar PV are available now
and can be deployed in their millions.

The type of support does not concern me. Whether it is
a capital grant, a tax break or a revenue support, it is the
level of support that is the most important issue. This
should be commensurate with the benefits these

changes bring and would help transform the market.
Nationally, we subsidise largescale renewables like
offshore wind well above the level justified by the carbon
price because the support also helps bring a new
technology down the cost curve, helps deliver security
and diversity of supply and develops a new industry for
the UK. This is very laudable, but the same arguments
also hold true for the smallscale technologies.

The only other time we had a true energy revolution was
in 1970s and 1980s when millions of households
switched to gas-fired central heating from oil in less than
a decade. If government gets its policies right we could
see a dramatic wave of change in smallscale renewable
energy but the right support has to be there.”

Gearoid Lane of British Gas New Energy

Gearoid Lane and Lady Barbara Judge

Truman Semans, director for markets and business
strategy at the Pew Center on Global Climate
Change, was respondent for the session. Many views
were expressed from the floor.

• Oil companies are paying lip service to renewables and
rebranding themselves as green is not enough; there
have to be substantial capital commitments.
• There is a dearth of expertise in the oil and gas
industry as well as in the clean energy space.
• We are not running out of oil, we are only running out
of cheap oil, others said.

• Electricity providers must work with customers to
improve the effectiveness of demand side management
initiatives and deployment of energy efficiency.
• There must be a more flexible pricing system for
electricity delivered at peak times and off-peak times.
• Big oil is building partnerships anywhere it can in order
to diversify and break into new markets. Renewable
energy is just one option for oil majors looking to secure
their future market share.
• Mobile phones reduced our dependence on telephone
lines, one delegate said, so micro-generation could
similarly liberate us from the electricity grid.
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Renewable energy policy
balancing act
Developments in the US, with debate raging over a future national emissions cap-
and-trade system and the ongoing problems with extending the Production Tax
Credit (PTC), were at the top of the agenda for the session that addressed
Developments in Effective Policy. Giles Hall reports

Kathleen McGinty, secretary of the Pennsylvania
Department of Environment, supported the idea of a cap-
and-trade scheme for the US but stressed it should be
“stingy on the trade”. She argued for “a hard cap on carbon
coupled with sector specific performance and efficiency
standards to wring maximum effect from plants”. “Trading
would be the icing on the cake” she added. James Boyd,
commissioner & vice chair of the California Energy
Commission, speaking in the margins of the summit, was
less enthusiastic, primarily because it was likely to be
weaker than California’s own nascent schemes for its own
cap-and-trade approach. He said that a national scheme
could result in the “lowest common denominator”. “States
that showed the way may find themselves high and dry with
a watered down national programme,” he argued.

Drafting of federal legislation on climate change is well
underway in the US, said Truman Semans of the Pew 
Institute. “We have reached the tipping point,” he said,

pointing out that the country has “passed well into the
design phase of national legislation”. Cap and trade will be
the cornerstone of the legislation, he argued, and the US
will “learn from lessons about initial European efforts”.
CEOs in the US Climate Action Partnership are calling for
a 60-80% reduction in emissions by 2050. There is “still a
possibility legislation may be passed this year” but if not, it
“could be ready for swift action by the next president”.

The extension of the PTC, which is the other burning
issue in the US, was also a major topic on the tables. “Lack
of certainty”, “short term” and hugely “damaging” to
renewable energy development in the US were among the
points picked up in the table discussions. McGinty’s
declaration that “we don’t have a problem with the
intermittency of renewable energy, we have a problem with
the intermittency of the PTC” was certainly shared by many
delegates. The criticism of the PTC was not just limited to
complaints about its uncertain future; one delegate said it
was too complicated anyway for investors.

“We don’t have a problem with the
intermittency of renewable energy, we
have a problem with the intermittency
of the PTC.” McGinty

James Boyd

Ziad Tassabehji

CEOs in the US Climate Action
Partnership are calling for a 60-80%
reduction in emissions by 2050.



If the PTC won the award for the policy that currently
gives the least certainty, it was unsurprisingly the feed-in
tariff that won the award for favourite long-term policy, but
it also attracted criticism. One speaker agreed with many on
the tables that feed-in tariffs provide certainty but, he
pointed out, “as you scale up, the cost becomes a political
embarrassment”. “When do you start ramping down?” the
delegate asked. This prompted a more general comment
about the dilemma of the policymaker in relation to the
consumer and voter. “Obviously this is a group of investors,
as opposed to people who pay for this. Most new energies
are expensive and there is a need to persuade someone to
cough up,” he said. What of the alternatives? One delegate
said green certificates looked “good on paper but were the
most expensive way to produce results”. An EU-wide
market in certificates, currently being considered as part of
the EU’s proposed renewable energy directive, would “kill”
the sector in Europe, one delegate argued.

The best and worst performers in renewable energy
policy, judging by the distillations of the table discussions,
were both European. The UK, as one participant pointed
out, was the “poster boy of how not to do it”. Wolfgang
Palz, chairman of the World Council for Renewable Energy,
started his comments by pointing out that in renewable

energy terms, the UK “comes almost last” in the EU,
despite being one of its leading members. 

Spain’s success, on the other hand, was brought up
repeatedly by the table discussions. Despite recent
uncertainty about the country’s feed-in tariff for solar
energy, which in line with present proposals could end
abruptly later this year, the Spanish approach was variously
described as “stable”, “a good example” and “the best for
wind”. One speaker suggested that Spain’s strength was
not necessarily connected to particular policies but to the
general feeling that Spain consistently sends out the right
signals on renewable energy. This was in contrast to the
UK, which has had problems convincing investors that it
can be trusted to stick with a policy for the long term,
another delegate said, who also noted that the UK had
more or less adopted a feed-in tariff under the guise of the
proposed banded Renewable Obligation Certificates
(ROCs), but could not admit it politically.
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Professor Li Junfeng and Secretary Kathleen McGinty

Wolfgang Palz

“Stability is good, so change is bad, but
getting something that works means
changing it until you get it right.”
A delegate

Tom Delay, CEO of The Carbon Trust, was the
respondent for the session on policy. Delegate talk at
the tables ranged far and wide.

• Delegates said there is no one best or worst policy.
Out of Germany’s feed-in tariff, Brazil’s ethanol targets,
Sweden’s biofuel blending rules or California’s
Renewable Portfolio Standard, the best policies are
tailored for individual countries or regions, delegates
argued.
• The need to be “technology neutral” was emphasised

repeatedly, with attendees saying it was better to “have a
crack at everything now and sort it out later”.
• “Stability is good, so change is bad, but getting
something that works means changing until you get it
right!”
• Energy policy, one delegate said, should “take into
account not only economic costs, but also environmental
and social ones”.
• There was also an observation about Europe’s lack of
innovation “despite heavy political support,” compared to
the more innovative America’s culture.
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California

California’s activities in clean energy are well documented but the reasons behind them are
not so well known. “Air quality has been the number one driver for decades and decades
and decades and remains important to this day,” explained James Boyd, commissioner &
vice chair, California Energy Commission. He pointed out that there are 29 million motor
vehicles out of a total population of 37 million people in the state. Other key factors, such as
energy diversity following the oil crisis of the 1970s and energy security issues after 11
September, 2001, play their part too. But as Boyd explained, climate change now “trumps
everything – it is the greatest driver of all”. 

Through policy then, California has “tried to cover the whole regiment of contributors to
climate change”. The state’s Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS), along with rules which
dictate that if a new power station has to be buttilt it will have to be as clean as a natural
gas combined cycle plant – a policy that he says will apply to imports of electricity too –

mean that California now has a mixed portfolio of renewable energies. One area, however, where policy is lacking is on transportation
fuel, Boyd said. For this, the state is “dependent on a single source which is economically and strategically almost insane”. Attempts
to correct this through the low carbon fuel standard should diversify transportation fuel. For the future, Boyd thinks waste-to-energy
has great potential. “We have so much waste that we can fuel our future for a long time to come,” he said.

Pennsylvania

According to Kathleen McGinty, secretary, Pennsylvania Department of Environment, her
state is behind California in terms of renewable energy development. But the extent of the
state government’s support for the sector was arguably one of the most widely discussed
aspects of the session. McGinty said Pennsylvania is the largest state purchaser of
renewable energy in the US. “When a project needs to be built but it needs a 20-year
operating agreement, we have stepped in to become the purchaser of the electricity or fuel
product using our credit worthiness and balance sheet to enable the deal to move forward,”
she said. Pennsylvania also supports the price of Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs)
and ensures that any generator of 5MW or below of capacity does not need to negotiate
with utilities. As for planning, Pennsylvania’s regulators “move those permits before the
project is designed”. Most remarkably, the state “will step in and absorb the currency risk”
associated with a project if the interested parties have “come to the finishing line”.

So what lies behind Pennsylvania’s surprising interventionism in the sector? McGinty said:
“For us, it’s jobs, jobs and then jobs… We are far from the days of ‘it’s a luxury we can’t afford’ to ‘we can’t afford not to be in this
space’”. Pennsylvania is home to the US headquarters of Gamesa, employing 1400 people and Conergy, as well as the East Coast
headquarters of Iberdrola. In addition, AE Polysilicon has secured a grant of nearly USD 2m from Pennsylvania to build a plant there.

McGinty is not surprised by any adverse reaction to Pennsylvania’s involvement in renewable energy. “If it were Vermont or
Massachusetts it wouldn’t be that extraordinary. But clean energy and renewable energy makes sense across the US, not just in
those places. In blue-collar, hard-hat Pennsylvania, renewable energy is real business,” she said.

National differences: 
global challenges
Renewable energy development around the world still depends largely on the
decisions of policy makers. From a Californian who has followed the policy
debate in his “nation state” since the 1970s to the representative from Abu
Dhabi, where he declared “there is no policy,” the speakers at the New Energy
Finance Summit session on policy came from various parts of the world which
all have different approaches to encourage investment in clean energy, and
different drivers lying behind the policy decisions. By Giles Hall
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China

China is in the early stages of developing the right clean energy policies and is busy
learning from other countries and their approaches, mostly from the Europeans at this
stage. “Our policy for renewable energy is a combination – we learn something from
Germany on feed-in tariffs, and from Spain and the UK on renewable portfolio standards,”
said Professor Li Junfeng, deputy director, Energy Research Institute, NDRC; secretary
general, Chinese Renewable Energy Industry Association.

In manufacturing, Li said he sees a bright future: “No one could believe China could make
large turbines.” But they are now making them, with 2MW and 3MW turbines in the offing
too, he claimed. One policy that would really help China is technology transfer from the
developed world, Li told delegates. However, repeated commitments on technology
transfer at international meetings were “garbage” as the developed world rarely delivered,
he argued.

Abu Dhabi

Despite an opening remark from Ziad Tassabehji, director, Masdar, that “we can’t talk
about policy because we haven’t got any yet,” the approach taken by the Abu Dhabi
government is effectively another form of government decision-making. Abu Dhabi has a
“government programme without waiting for policy” he said. That is, the Masdar Initiative,
a USD 15bn investment programme for renewable and sustainable energy technologies.
As a major player in oil and gas, Abu Dhabi “wants to leverage that brand and secure for
itself a seat on renewable energy markets of the future”.

Tassabehji explained that the government examined how countries like Singapore,
Malaysia and even Ireland transformed into “knowledge economies”. This requires human
capital – hence Masdar’s collaboration with MIT – new technologies, such as a CCS
network which pumps carbon into used oil reserves, and finance, he explained. Its most
ambitious project is building an eco-city for 50,000 people, 100% fuelled by renewables
in which its inhabitants will use 70% less power than those outside the city, he claimed. 

For Tassabehji the debate at the Summit had a “focus on the European scene and the west: feed-in-tariff versus RPS”. But, he said,
there is “a wider market out there, with huge opportunities in developing countries that are not mature enough to talk about policy.
You can’t sit and wait. You must do projects while waiting on policy like we are doing. You can’t rely on the private sector but must
show some leadership, invest money where investors wouldn’t go, then gradually withdraw and do some tweaking. It has to start the
old fashioned way: government direct investment and then policy”.

Europe

As a self-styled “promoter of renewable energy” spanning a 40-year career as a scientist
and policymaker in Brussels, Berlin and Paris, Wolfgang Palz, chairman, World Council for
Renewable Energy, is clearly pleased that Europe is “in full swing of the development of
renewable energy and deployment on the ground”. Of the 20GW of wind power capacity
installed in 2007, half was in Europe, he said. There was EUR 50bn of clean energy
investment in Europe last year and none in nuclear or coal, according to Palz. 

The agreement between EU heads of state and government in March 2007 on 2020
targets for renewable energy consumption, emissions cuts and energy efficiency (20-20-
20), as well as the 10% target for biofuels, are “revolutionary”, Palz said. EU officials and
ministers are now “working on the details” about how to implement the targets.
Furthermore, the European Commission is “the driving force” for a post-Kyoto agreement.

Unsurprisingly, he backed the “very successful” feed-in tariff in Germany. But he points out that identifying the best type of feed-in
tariff, or indeed the best policy, is key as Europe is made up of different countries and different economic structures, particularly in
the energy sectors. In Germany, he says, “small and medium-sized enterprises are the backbone of the economy and the driving
force behind implementation” while in France and Spain the operators are “big companies all in the wind and PV sectors” that “can
get around administrative hurdles”.
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Investors hard-headed about
bumpy road ahead for equity
There was no sign of irrational exuberance at the Opportunities in Equity
Finance session of the Summit. Instead, leading investors and financiers were
uncompromisingly realistic about the challenges and hazards that lie ahead.
Angus McCrone reports

The down-to-Earth mood saw one top investor admit that
there was “a lot of undisciplined money chasing deals”, and
another said that 2007 in clean energy, when share prices
jumped 58%, exhibited features of the dot-com bubble of
2000 as well as features of 1997, when the IT sector was
in the early stages of its upswing.

There was also focus on a likely, positive move in US
government attitudes to the sector, and on shifts in the
financing of young companies towards raising a larger
number of private equity rounds rather than floating.

Panellists Gina Domanig, managing partner of Emerald
Technology Ventures, Bruce Huber, managing director of
Jefferies International, Shai Weiss, CEO of Virgin Green
Fund, John Cavalier, vice chairman of investment banking
for Credit Suisse, and Andrew de Pass, head of sustainable
development investments at Citi, confronted square-on the
issues of availability of capital and the policy environment.

One of the messages the speakers rammed home was
that it was vital for investors to distinguish the different

trends and influences on valuation in the various sub-
sectors of clean energy.

Huber said: “Cleantech encompasses a host of diverse
segments – from solar and wind through to biomass,
biofuels and fuel cells, amongst others. To understand the
valuation environment, you have to peel the onion and look
at the [earnings] multiples and fundamentals in each area.
There is a lot more sanity in the market today, with more
being financed by the smart private [equity] money as public
market capital has contracted.”

Domanig said: “Certain sectors are so hyped that you
have to keep away from them – for instance solar on the
west coast of the US. But there are a lot of other sectors,
and there is great value in having a depth in your team to
understand those.”

All agreed that the boom in clean energy share prices in
2007, and the subsequent steep (20%-plus) sell-off in
January 2008, was having important effects on the options
for firms looking to raise money.

One of these is that it is much more difficult for companies
to complete an initial public offering this spring than it was
late last year. Cavalier said that the turmoil that started in the
leveraged finance and credit markets meant that the
environment in which clean energy companies could do very
large IPOs, particularly those involving a significant amount
of selling by incumbent investors, “is not there any more”.

(left to right) Gina Domanig, Shai Weiss, Bruce Huber, John Cavalier,
Andrew de Pass and Margaret Doyle

“I will tell you that the smart money
absolutely anticipates a change in the
regulatory environment in the US. I
think we will see consistent policy that
will support investment.” Cavalier
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Weiss, whose Virgin Green Fund specialises in
expansion and growth capital investments of USD 15m
to USD 50m, said: “Exits are tougher to make now.
The markets are discriminating between momentum
players and good managements with strong growth
prospects.”

De Pass commented: “We won’t necessarily invest in
[venture capital] series A and B rounds, but there is more
opportunity now in later stage rounds because the IPO
market is shutting even for high-quality companies.”

Huber said: “We are encouraging our clients to raise
more money for longer in the private market so they are of
larger size when they hit the public market. The capital is
certainly available.”

Later stage private equity rounds can be tricky to put
together however. Entrepreneurs may not have expected
to get diluted again in a series D or series E round, so find
that extra dilution hard to swallow. But private equity
investors will not put money in unless there is sufficient
upside for them. Huber said: “There is tension because
investors need to get their capital in at a sufficiently low
price to enable a multiple return, not simply a target IRR.”

David Sandalow, senior fellow at the Brookings Institution,
said in his summary of the deliberations by delegates that

some Summit participants thought there was “too much
money” going into shares in a number of sectors. “Wind and
solar were mentioned most frequently,” he added.

Several delegates on the floor, during their discussion
session, said they feared that a sharp fall in the oil price
could knock share prices in the clean energy sector hard.

Cavalier said he saw some “dangerous parallels” with the
tech bubble of 1999-2000: “If you see some spectacular
failures, they will impair the ability of good companies to
address the capital markets.”

However, the fundamentals were improving in the shape
of US policy towards clean energy. He said: “I will tell you
that the smart money absolutely anticipates a change in the
regulatory environment in the US. I think we will see
consistent policy that will support investment.”

Cavalier revealed that all the major investment banks “are
actively engaged with the US legislature on what a carbon
cap-and-trade regime will look like”.

Although investment in publicly quoted clean energy
stocks has been plentiful in the last year – arguably too
plentiful – experts said that there remain gaps, areas where
equity finance is in short supply and the funding of
technology is therefore difficult.

• “If that [the Iberdrola Renovables IPO] was the peak, then 
we’re all wasting our time.”

• “Iberdrola Renovables was not a one-off; we will definitely 
see more IPOs like this.”

• “The Iberenova IPO was somewhere around 17/18x 
EBITDA – crazy.”

• “You can’t price anything relative to the Iberdrola deal.”
• “2009 will see consolidation in the photovoltaic business.”
• “There will be a big solar thermal electricity generation IPO 

in 2008 or 2009.”
• “Unlike the internet, renewables offer a longer term 

investment return, so the sector does not have bubble 
characteristics.”

• “Availability of capital is being curtailed by unrealistic 
valuation expectations.”

• “Which technologies are constrained? Fuel cells, marine, 

and those with a substantial regulatory exposure.”
• “If the price of oil drops to USD 50 – that could lead to a 

major correction.”
• “Solar panel installation companies think they should be 

priced compared to solar companies, although they are just
doing the installation. Do not confuse technology 
companies with other companies in the same sector that 
are using traditional skills.”

• “We will see the market prices for modules come down 
steeply in 1-2 years to 2 euros per watt. There is too much
industry, too much capacity - so now the intelligent thing to
do is to invest in projects.”

• “Seed money is still a problem, VCs have moved up the 
chain.”

• “2009 – the major change is that the US is finally going to 
get it. This may push the valuations even further up.”

Last year, Iberdrola Renovables raised USD 7.2bn in its landmark IPO. Did that deal mark the high-water point for clean
energy activity on the public markets, or was it an indicator of things to come? What deals or developments will everyone
talk about in 2009? 

Summit delegates were also posed with the following question: Is availability of capital still a barrier to the
commercialisation of clean energy technologies, and if so, for which technologies?

What the Summit delegates said about equity finance in Europe and the US
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Gina Domanig joined Sustainable Asset Management, the
firm that later spun out what would become Emerald
Technology Ventures, eight years ago. Based in Zurich,
Emerald is the largest European cleantech venture capital
fund and the only such fund with a transatlantic strategy.

Speaking in the week after the New Energy Finance
Summit, Domanig said that the equity finance session
emphasised the shifts that were going on in the provision
of capital to young clean energy firms.

“Valuations got a bit out of hand on the stock market. A
lot of public equity funds were launched and these
probably helped to drive up the demand.

“Now there are some really good companies out there that
are undervalued. If you had a PIPE [private investment in
public equity] fund, now would be a great time for
opportunities.”

The Summit highlighted the fact that IPOs were often
being delayed, and that this increased the need for
alternative sources of money for growing businesses. She
said: “There has been a very dramatic increase in late, late
stage pre-IPO money, and much of that investment will
take place at valuations that are still decent from the point
of view of established investors.”

Domanig said that in venture capital, there was a contrast
between the US and Europe. “In the US, there are a lot
of generalist funds chasing the sector, a lot of silly money
chasing the most obvious players.”

She said that this is making it more difficult for the
“dedicated funds that have the competence to understand
the different sectors. In Europe, it is very different – the
dedicated funds still have a pretty good ability to find good
opportunities.”

Sandalow said that delegates were reporting a lack of
funds in “very early stage investing, pre-commercial
technology, marine energy and firms involved in heavily
capital-intensive projects such as carbon capture and
storage and coal gasification”. Some delegates also
thought there was not enough venture capital money in
clean energy in Europe.

Discussion on the floor was lively. Many delegates thought
that the giant USD 7bn Iberdrola Renovables IPO in December
2007 had got away at a high price for a wind project developer
– but there was also a widespread feeling that this would
not be the last multibillion dollar IPO in clean energy.

Certainly for an important emerging industry, clean energy
is short of very large quoted firms. Lord John Browne,
making the keynote address to the New Energy Finance
Summit a little later the same day, noted: “Right now, no
one has appeared on the horizon who could be called a
renewable energy major.”

Another trend that delegates said they expected to see
continuing was the partial float of renewable energy
subsidiaries of the big utilities. Energias de Portugal is just
one of these large, established energy players that have
talked about such a move, and a sell-off of a share in BP’s
renewable business has also been rumoured.

Cavalier said: “Partial IPOs can mean more value
recognition in the overall entity and they can use that to help
finance acquisitions and expansion.”

Recent months have seen a plethora of fund launches –
of both the venture capital and the mutual fund variety. The
question is whether these new funds, flush with cash, will
put further, upward pressure on valuations.

Domanig recalled that back in the year 2000, it took her
years to raise money for the Emerald fund. “Today, we get
calls on a daily basis. It is difficult for investors to find funds
with any track record in clean energy,” she said.

Europe and the US – a leading VC’s view

Gina Domanig
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Tackling the carbon debate
head-on
Some of the world’s leading authorities on the emerging carbon markets gathered
together for the Summit session called Opportunities in Carbon Markets to
debate the opportunities and the challenges in the future. Tom Greenwood reports

A high-calibre group of panellists took centre stage for the
lively session moderated by Guy Turner, director at New
Carbon Finance. The panel members comprised: James
Cameron, vice chairman of UK-based environmental
investment bank Climate Change Capital; Michael Lewis,
managing director of German energy giant E.ON’s Climate
and Renewables division; Niall Mackenzie, head, EU
Emissions Trading and Transport Unit at the UK’s
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
(DEFRA); Bruce Tozer, global head of environmental
markets at investment bank JPMorgan Chase; and Peter
Zapfel, EU Emissions Trading Scheme coordinator for the
European Commission.

At the top of the session’s agenda was a brief discussion
of how the European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme
(EU ETS) has developed so far. Phase I emissions
allowances were over-allocated and this caused the price of
a permit to emit one tonne of carbon dioxide, usually
referred to as the carbon price, to fall to close to zero, thus
eliminating any incentive for companies covered by the
scheme to reduce emissions.

Zapfel was keen to emphasise that the system has
moved on since then: “Phase I of the EU ETS was the

learning period. Phase II will be when the actual
achievement of emissions reductions will start to be made.”

Phase II futures contracts with a December 2008
settlement date traded at around EUR 20 for the second
half of 2007, reflecting participants’ confidence that
allowances would not be over-allocated for a second time.
Lewis was confident that important lessons had been
learned and that the carbon price would be managed with
increasing confidence going forward. “We created E.ON
Climate and Renewables to drive investment in renewables
and JI/ CDM projects because we are confident about the
sustainability of carbon and renewables regulation,” he said.
“Due to the long-term nature of our investments, an
estimated carbon price is factored into our investment
decisions even in the US where there currently is no carbon
price,” he added.

Currently, all three US presidential candidates support a
cap-and-trade system of some form to tackle carbon
emissions. According to New Carbon Finance research, the
Warner-Lieberman Bill – the leading climate change bill in
US Congress – could lead to a carbon market worth USD
1tr by 2020. However, the bill puts a blanket prohibition on
the import of international credits, effectively preventing the
country from accessing the cheaper global reductions and
it could lead to a carbon price of around USD 40 per tonne.

Next, the panel focused on a topic which often divides
opinion between traditional environmental views and those
who are involved in developing the carbon markets

“Phase I of the EU ETS was the
learning period. Phase II will be when
the actual achievement of emissions
reductions will start to be made.” Zapfel

James Cameron
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themselves. The controversial issue was raised as to what
extent countries and companies should be achieving their
emissions reductions domestically and just how acceptable
it is to use the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and
other international offsets to make up for a reluctance to
make cuts in home markets.

While it is generally understood that the most
economically efficient way to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions is to make those reductions where they are
cheapest – often in developing countries – some developing
countries have been criticised for adopting a CDM
approach. Some critics claim that one tonne of carbon
dioxide reduction made oversees is not the same as one
tonne of reduction made in the home market.

Turner asked the panel why they thought there is still
public resistance to more trading and economic efficiency.

Cameron’s reply referenced his own first-hand
experience of receiving criticism. “It is incredibly frustrating
when poorly constructed criticisms are leveled at the CDM
when there is clearly a learning process going on,” he said.

“Some media have criticised bankers for making money out
of creating emissions reductions in China; it is amazing to
think that anyone thinks there is anything wrong with
making money and doing it in China.”

As someone who has spent time working with developing
nations, including a number of African states, Cameron
went on to address another criticism that under the CDM
too much money has been going to China and not enough

During the Opportunities in Carbon Markets session
delegates were asked to discuss the Clean Development
Mechanism, especially in the light of EU and US restrictive
policies regarding the import of CERs and building
confidence in CDM projects. One major opportunity that
delegates raised was the use of Programmatic CDM.

This approach is attractive to carbon credit developers as
it could enable them to tackle large numbers of small
emissions reduction projects more cheaply and efficiently
than having to go through the registration process for
each project individually. 

This could enable the market to reach sectors such as
transport or demand-side energy consumption which have
to date been under-represented under the CDM.

The United Nations Executive Board was expected to
agree on procedures for the registration of a “programme
of activities” (the name given to one programme,
comprising many small projects all of the same nature)
during its last meeting but no agreement was achieved. 

Up to this point, it has been agreed that the programme
registration would involve describing the technology
involved and how the reductions would be measured,

followed by each project covered by the programme being
identified by its location. 

Random sampling could be used to check that projects
registered for a given programme were operating as
claimed and that the stated emissions reductions were
being realised. 

The distribution of low-energy light bulbs to households,
for instance, presents obvious programmatic qualities; it
applies to a large number of small projects and can
include random sampling to monitor emissions reduction.

On 21 January this year the Indian Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy said it intended to develop a
framework for programmatic CDM and estimated there
was potential within the country to develop nearly 100
million CERs from decentralised renewable energy
projects suitable for this type of programme.

Chile is also keen to participate – the authorities have
invited several companies to identify the most appropriate
sectors within the country – and has asked for programme
proposals. However, governments and companies are still
waiting for the publication of full registration procedures
before they can proceed.

Programmatic CDM

Delegates contemplate challenging high-carbon issues



to emissions reduction projects in poorer areas of Africa. To
this Cameron replied: “People say not enough money goes
to Africa. But Africa’s development needs are affected by
climate change so manifestly that all they need to worry
about is solving the problem, and if that means more money
going to China, that’s fine.”

“There is a big communications task right now in the US
to challenge the perception that it is better to make cuts at
home than abroad,” he added.

The view that domestic abatement is in some way
preferable to overseas abatement has resulted in a long-
running spread between the price of Certified Emissions
Reductions (CERs), produced under the CDM, and EU
Allowances (EUAs), produced within countries with Kyoto
targets, with CERs trading at a significant discount. On 23
January the European Commission announced that from
2009 onwards CERs would be totally banned from entering
the EU ETS, to encourage further Europe’s emissions cuts
to be made in the EU member states.

Tozer said this trend could continue, with the possibility of
the spread widening in the future: “We know the [23
January] announcement will not be good for CERs in the
short run, due to it leading to extra uncertainty in demand
post-2012 within the EU ETS, in the event there is no
international agreement. Consequently this could negatively
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Michael Lewis

During the Summit’s heated table discussions during the
Opportunities in Carbon Markets session one delegate’s
comments were conveyed to the room generating collective
agreement and general chattering of support. The delegate
said: “There should be incentives for the rain forest to be
worth more alive than dead.”

The comment reiterates the issue which has been hotly
debated by policy makers, carbon traders and
environmentalists all around the world. 

At present there is no economic incentive for guardians of
the rain forest to preserve it for its value as the world’s
largest carbon sink. Faced with an economic choice
between preserving the rain forest for its ecological value
or chopping it down for timber or to plant cash crops,
chopping it down wins the economic argument every time. 

It is no wonder then that the world loses 13 million
hectares of rainforest every year to deforestation.

Currently, carbon credits generated from aforestation and
reforestation, let alone the prevention-of-deforestation
approach, are banned within the EU ETS, due the
difficulties associated with verifying the validity of projects
and measuring the carbon offset. At the end of January
this year the European Commission confirmed that it

would maintain the policy approach until the end of the
2012 Kyoto period. 

The United Nations has said that post-2012 it will begin
to address this issue. Deforestation represents around
20% of global Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions and as
much as 70% to 80% of emissions from countries such
as Brazil and Indonesia. What is really needed to tackle
this global problem is to include the preservation of these
valuable assets in a global market for trading emissions.

With this in mind, the World Bank launched its Forest
Carbon Partnership Facility in Bali. The purpose of the
fund is to pave the way for the private sector to be able to
enter into trading in the prevention-of-deforestation
carbon credit markets post-2012. In order to do this,
substantial capacity building, market development and
methods for assessing carbon-emissions-avoided must
be established in order to reduce risk and attract
investment from the private sector.

Australia, Denmark, Germany, Finland, France, Japan,
the Netherlands, Switzerland and the UK all contributed to
the fund which has a target size of USD 300m. To date,
30 countries from Africa, Asia Pacific and Latin America
have requested an opportunity to be on the receiving end
of the fund.

Deforestation and the Forest Carbon Partnership Facility
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impact prices which in turn will lead to fewer projects being
developed.”

“Towards the end of 2012, we could get a situation
where EUAs are pretty firm but we might see, if there is a
large supply of CERs, a softening of CER prices to below
EUR 10, if overall demand was weak for CERs,” Tozer
added.

Mackenzie was keen to emphasise that at some stage
there might be a need for a more international body to
govern such a market should new carbon markets open up
in countries not currently participating in Kyoto. “Looking to
the future of a global carbon market, you have to ask
whether China and the US want an international carbon
market that is run out of Europe.”

“Speaking personally,” he added, “as the market grows,
it is important to keep the politics out of the carbon market;
you do not want a carbon market that is run by politicians
who have to think about re-election every three or four
years, so you have to think should there be a global
institution needed to manage the carbon markets. The
European Commission is not replicated outside Europe and
so who would fill that role?”

Some estimates cite the price of reducing emissions from
coal plants using new carbon capture and sequestration
(CCS) technology could be a high as EUR 50 to EUR 70
per tonne of CO2. At the same time, coal is the cheapest,
most abundant, geographically well distributed and dirtiest
fossil fuel. With this in mind, Turner asked the panel: “How
able is the carbon price to wean us off coal?”

On behalf of E.ON – a major user of coal and the leading
bidder for the UK government’s carbon capture competition
with its proposed plant at Kingsnorth in Kent, England –
Lewis was first to reply.

“The ETS is a good way to encourage investment in
carbon capture and sequestration, and it is a step towards
creating the right conditions for the uptake of this
technology, but it is unclear exactly when the carbon price
will reach the level necessary to achieve this” he said.

“CCS technology will initially need government support to
encourage some full-scale demonstration projects. It is right
that it should receive this support in the early stages of its
development.”

Turner asked if there was potential for price caps to
prevent the carbon price ever reaching the level required to
make the technology economically viable.

Mackenzie was clear on the matter: “There is no room
in the system for price caps. A cap process would require
policy makers to keep asking what the right price is. The
point of a market mechanism is that policy makers
determine the emissions reduction [target], set the cap to
meet the required reduction and let the price go as high
as it needs to make that reduction, confident that the
market will deliver least cost abatement and economic
efficiency.”

Bruce Tozer

James Wilde, director of insights at The Carbon Trust,
was respondent for this session. He presented the
views from the tables.

• There is no visibility post-2012 – this leads to problems
for Phase III under Kyoto. 
• The European Commission only releases one data
point a year, when countries submit their emissions data,
so better communication would lead to a more stable
market.
• Auctioning emissions allowances would address some
of the problems inherent in the allocation and

grandfathering of permits.
• For sectors which are not covered by carbon markets
there could be a carbon tax.
• “There should be an incentive for rainforests to be
worth more alive than dead.” How do you include
prevention of deforestation in the carbon markets?
• Governments need to drive energy efficiency. Can this
be done using carbon markets, possibly through
programmatic CDM-type activities, delegates said.
• EU allowances for CERs should be extended beyond
2012, and the US should be encouraged to do the
same.
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The triumph of hope over
experience
Funding renewable energy’s future is all about taking a long-term approach on
the role of capital in the context of favourable and long-term regulatory regimes.
Private and public finance can help to achieve climate-change targets by
stimulating the use of new and economic renewable energy technologies.
Anthony O’Connor reports

Like at so many industry gatherings that close on a Friday
afternoon delegates can be forgiven for skipping the final
few hours, but at the Summit’s sixth session called
Opportunities in Asset Finance moderator Emma Duncan,
deputy editor at The Economist, got the proceedings off
with real verve to an almost-packed room. After all,
everyone was keen to hear what some of the leading
project financiers think about the future of the world’s clean
energy markets.

Duncan introduced a distinguished group of well-versed
speakers to the stage from the worlds of long-term debt,
international investment banking, private equity and public-
policy finance who hailed from both sides of the Atlantic.

First up was John Anderson, head of power & project
finance at John Hancock in Boston, who revealed that his
organisation has some USD 9bn public debt and utility
company exposure of which USD 5bn is in direct asset
financing. “Our role is that we are the cheap, long money,”
Anderson said. “We can make renewable energy most
affordable and most competitive against other conventional
technologies.”

London-based John Dunlop, head of structured finance
at asset-hungry HSH Nordbank, was clear about what his
bank wants: “We’re not dogmatic about rewewable energy.
If it works and the numbers stack up then we’ll finance it.”

Private equity investor Neil Auerbach, partner at Hudson
Capital Management in New Jersey, joined the panel to give
his views on the healthy growth of renewables but raised
concerns about regulatory instability.

The group was joined by Thomas Barrett, director at the
European Investment Bank in Luxembourg, whose bank’s
considerable lending power helped it to invest EUR 8bn in
the energy sector in 2007, EUR 2bn of which was for
renewable energy.

Duncan asked the panellists just why any financier would
look at renewable energy because in the past the sector had
suffered losses and so could be viewed as “throwing other
people’s money away”.

“You could argue that it’s like marriage – the triumph of
hope over experience,” Anderson said. “Yes, a lot of money
was lost in the 1990s.”

But Anderson clearly pointed out that things are different
now and that is why financiers are keen to support
renewable energy, particularly because technologies have
been vastly improved since the 1990s, especially in the

John Anderson

With US wind sector accounting for
30% of global capacity additions in
2007 the expectations are high. If the
US wind market collapses then “it will
have a ripple effect around the world”.
Auerbach



wind sector, and there is more consumer demand than ever
for clean energy.

Not surprisingly, this caused Duncan to arch an eyebrow:
“Do you really think that amount of consumer demand
exists?” she asked.

“It’s a relative statement,” Anderson replied. “It’s certainly
stronger than it was in the past. The fact 25 [US] states
have a renewable portfolio standard and that utilities are
paying something for renewable energy credits – even if
that market is only five or six years deep – is something we
didn’t have in the past.”

John Dunlop, head of structured finance at HSH
Nordbank in London, discusses the issues that face his
bank and the banking community in general as some
policy renewals remain uncertain and the global credit
crunch continues to be one of the biggest challenges for
lenders in years. But just how much impact has the credit
crunch had on renewable energy?

“The impact of the credit crunch is being felt but not as
badly as in other sectors such as real estate and the LBO
market. While a handful of banks have stopped lending to
renewable energy, fundamentally, decent projects can still
get financing with higher pricing and gearing ratios. Going
forward, it is most likely not going to get any better and it
could get a lot worse.”

“Onshore wind is where the most dealflow is and I don’t
see that trend changing.”

“The US Production Tax Credit is highly likely to be
renewed as is the feed-in tariff in Spain. The effects of
those two mechanisms failing would be felt in all markets.
If the US wind power market collapses overnight after
December this year then this will be felt by everyone on a
global basis.”

Financing structures
“We’re quite unique as a bank because we look at all
markets. We can move resources around quite easily and
that’s why we’re generally bullish on the entire new energy
sector.”

“Our core product is senior debt on a non-recourse basis,
and we’re a corporate lender too. We’re also doing equity
co-investments with our clients that are private equity
houses and hedge funds. Most of our deals are not plain
vanilla deals.”

Lease deals
“The lease game is all about who has the most benefit
when it comes to tax losses.”

“The KG market was the original structure that was used
to finance wind farms in Germany, but interest fell away
because investors did not get the returns they expected
together with a change in the tax rules.”

Private equity and utilities money
“There is so much institutional private equity money

chasing this market right now and I would generally expect
to see London-based private equity houses and utilities
that can pay top prices in Germany.”

Windy issues
“The wind sector is being squeezed because turbine
prices are very high and rising, and returns are reducing.
The problem is that the windiest sites are all taken.
Developers are stuck with the second-tier sites and the
second-tier jurisdictions in term of feed-in tariffs.”

“With higher debt costs and lower returns on equity we’re
going to see more projects put on hold because the
numbers do not stack up. I think there will be a slowing of
the rate of new-build wind projects. What is needed are
cheaper turbine prices – these have increased by 40%
over the last three years.”

Outlook for the US PTC and policy-making in general
”Investors need to see a five-year PTC from the US – with
that we’ll see the cost curve reducing.”

“As well as ensuring that policy needs to be set for at
least five years, policy makers need to introduce non-
financial incentives to help break down entry barriers
such as poor planning regimes and grid-access issues in
countries like France, the UK and countries in Eastern
Europe.”

Will financiers be patient with slow-moving policy?
“There’s so much money that has been raised that that
has to be spent and it’s easier to invest it than return it to
investors. However, I don’t know if fresh funds will be
raised.”

Which are the most appealing jurisdictions to bankers?
“Spain offers good returns with its feed-in tariff regime.”

“German offshore wind is going to be very attractive.”

“The UK continues to be disappointing in terms of
dealflow.”

“My gut feeling is that the US market will continue to be
good, even though there may be a period when there is
no PTC in place.”

“Sweden is a market to look out for, but it has been all
speculation so far.”

Renewable energy from a banker’s perspective
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Financing the largest photovoltaic solar facility in the US
in 2007 was only possible for John Hancock because the
local utility Nevada Power provided a stream of payments
for the renewable energy credits, Anderson said. And the
reason the local utility was motivated to do this was
because of rate payer and voter demand.

But exactly who foots the bill for renewable energy is
more than a contentious issue at a federal level in the US.

“The House [of Representatives] recently passed
legislation for the third time on the extension of the
Production Tax Credit and Investment Tax Credit necessary
for the solar and wind energies,” said Auerbach. “The
House has a penchant for someone paying for it explicitly –
namely oil and gas. And not surprisingly, those that have
been asked to pay for it by adding USD 14bn to their bill
have not been too pleased.”

There is now a political need and an insistence on a much
different regulatory framework, according to Barrett. “It has
to address two questions in a very specific way: climate
change and security of supply.”

“To be perfectly frank, the level of ambition that Europe
is showing in terms of renewables is huge,” Barrett added.
Its target to achieve 20% renewable energy use by 2020
means a 13 percentage point increase from today’s use,
but “there is political will to see change”.

Bankers and financiers in this sector obviously have to
rely on regulatory frameworks like feed-in tariffs and the
policy approach would seem to be much better now than
the approach typified by one-off tax credits in the 1980s,
according to Dunlop.

However, some countries do better than others when it
comes to attracting the capital such as the German

Renewable Energy Act (EEG) which allows grandfathering
rights. “You’re safe even if they change the rules on you,”
Dunlop said.

It is precisely the threat of regulatory delay in the US that
could have a dramatic impact on capital flows even if
renewals of the PTC and Investment Tax Credits (ITC) are
delayed for six or 12 months. “You will see what happened
in 2004 when volumes absolutely collapsed,” said
Auerbach. 

With the US wind sector accounting for 30% of global
capacity additions in 2007 the expectations are high, he
added. If the US wind market collapses then “it will have a
ripple effect around the world”. Duncan asked the panel just
how incentives can be structured to stimulate financing flow
into the renewable energy industry. It certainly is not by
chance that California has the lion’s share of solar energy
generation in the US while other states are looking to play
catch up, said Auerbach. 

Barrett reiterated, in the context of regulatory
competition, that the renewable energy sector while being
at a very early stage of development is also setting
ambitious targets. Although Germany is a leader in
photovoltaic solar with 60% of Europe’s market share,
Barrett said the country is paying for it by a factor of five
compared to the lowest feed-in tariffs elsewhere in
Europe.

“We have to learn from the fact Germany is paying in
effect more than Spain and decide what it is that will give
us something else, which in public policy terms, is essential.
Not only is it essential in terms of public finances but it is

John Dunlop

SECSy policies

Auerbach said policy regimes need to be based on the
SECS concepts. And if the audience thought he was
being racy for a Friday afternoon, he explained the
acronym. S is for stability, E is s enforceability, C is for
clarity and S is for sufficiency. If policy makers take a
SECSy approach, Auerbach said, “you have a regime
that works well and you can commit capital”.

Asked by Duncan to cite a SECSy example, Auerbach
said Germany’s EEG regime, with its Digression
Scheme, is a good example despite the country not
being the natural home for the growth of solar.
“Ultimately, Germany set an objective, had a reason for
it and has become successful,” he said.
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essential in terms of the credibility of the energy sector in
the long term,” Barrett stated.

If there is a perception there is a disguised form of
“corporate welfare” being offered then public interest will
not be sustainable in these schemes, that is, in the context
of using public finances to support them.

“I think the European model is going to be about
competitive regulation rather than a single model,” Barrett
added.

From a banker’s perspective, Dunlop said the entire point
about higher-than-market feed-in tariffs is they are set to
generate artificial demand for technologies “so they can sell
some product and move further down the cost curve”. The
stop-start policy approach does nothing to support capital
inflows and ultimately leads to inflation, he said.

The financier that summed up everyone’s sentiment that
afternoon in London was Anderson when he said: “The
most successful public policy support is based on long-term
contracts, long-term contracts and long-term contracts.”
He added that policy should be written with long-objectives

in mind: “Getting by with a two-or-three year policy just
makes it more expensive for everybody.”

But can policy support really be the mainstay of the
renewable energy industry? “Policy support is a means and
not an end,” said Auerbach. “The end is for energy
independence both in terms of fossil fuels but also in terms
of the clean energy industry itself and it how it actually
makes its living.”

Wrapping up the session, Duncan asked the financiers
about the funding future for other less popular sub-sectors
within renewable energy and why some remain
unappealing.

“When the time comes to commit capital all technologies
are not created equal and in fact their progress curve is at
disparate points,” said Auerbach. “CCS, for example, is not
for private equity in my view.”

For Barrett, however, a mixed-portfolio approach should
not cloud the fact that the most appropriate forms of
renewable energy that should be sponsored are the ones
that are most economic for the public purse and the public
at large.

Neil Auerbach (left) and Thomas Barrett

A table of delegates debating issues

Truman Semans, director for markets and business
strategy at the Pew Center on Global Climate
Change, was respondent for the asset finance
session. He presented delegates’ comments.

• Distilled comments from the tables underscored the 
fact that clean energy’s future investment appeal is 
dependent on macro-economic factors. Weak 
economies could lead to a prolonged capital crunch, 
high interest rates and low oil prices resulting in clean
energy becoming less cost effective.

• On the subject of low oil, one delegate quipped: “We’ll

be fine as long as peace does not break out in the 
Middle East.”

• It is not only policy that needs to be SECSy, but 
there is also a need for SECSy programmes. And 
the geographic focus has to be global.

• While the US approach was viewed as inconsistent 
policy for clean energy, the UK was viewed as good 
at promoting consistent policy that is wrong.

• “This business is politics,” said another delegate.
• Public perception of clean energy also plays a vital 

role: a wind turbine or nuclear accident could be a 
severe blow to investor appetite, delegates said.
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The New Energy Finance Awards 2007 

The New Energy Finance Awards Dinner took place on Thursday 28 February at the Wallace Collection, home to a national
museum in an historic town house in central London’s elegant Manchester Square. The prestigious event celebrated the
winners of the New Energy Finance and New Carbon Finance Awards which are focused on the league table rankings and
results across various financial sectors. 

With clean energy becoming a mainstream investment sector, we witnessed new investors, banks and law firms compete for
business with those already established in the sector. This greater activity resulted in more innovative financing structures and
narrower margins adding to the fact that 2007 was truly an exciting year!

This was the third consecutive year that New Energy Finance released the League Tables Report, which is a snapshot of our
real-time league tables. We are proud to include the New Carbon Finance league tables that reflect the ever-increasing role
of the carbon markets in driving the clean energy sector’s growth. 

The league tables objectively rank investors, banks and law firms according to the volume of business they completed in
2007. There were five general categories, split according to asset class: 

The full report can be found by visiting the White Paper section at www.newenergyfinance.com

• Venture Capital              • Public Markets               • Project Finance              • M&A              • Carbon Finance
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Venture Capital & Private Equity

VC & PE – All investors by number of disclosed investment rounds

Rank

1

2

3

Company

Good Energies

Khosla Ventures

Draper Fisher Jurvetson

Good Energies took the top spot with 20 investment rounds into 19 different companies, across diverse locations, sectors
and stages of investment. In second place, Khosla Ventures notched up 18 investments, many in its preferred area of
biofuels. However, geothermal, solar and energy efficiency companies also featured in Khosla’s portfolio. Draper Fisher
Jurvetson and Nth Power both closed 14 investment rounds, but DFJ beat Nth Power to a third place due to a larger
indicative amount invested. 

No. of deals

20

18

14

Indicative amount invested (USDm)

100.6

119.1

78.2

VC & PE – All investors by number of disclosed USD amount invested

Rank

1

2

3

Company

Goldman Sachs

Credit Suisse

Macquarie Bank

The race was very close when ranking investors according to indicative USD amount invested. Indicative in this case
means credit is split pro-rata if there is more than one investor and only the total amount invested has been disclosed.
Goldman Sachs came top thanks to its continued passion for energy efficiency, but also made significant investments in
biofuels and solar. Credit Suisse finished second thanks to DLJ Merchant Banking, its wholly-owned subsidiary, closing
the biggest clean energy PE buyout of the year – a USD 415m investment in Specialised Technology Resources.
Macquarie Bank finished third by buying out Clean Power Income Fund, and the UK biomass business of Ridgewood
Energy Corp.

No. of deals

9

4

2

Indicative amount invested (USDm)

443.4

428.2

333.7

Right-hand photo: Michael Linse of Goldman Sachs (left), Michael Liebreich and Marcel Brenninkmeijer of Good Energies
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Public Markets

Public Markets – Lead managers

Rank

1

2

3

Company

Credit Suisse

Merrill Lynch

Morgan Stanley

Credit Suisse topped the 2007 Public Markets league tables having acted as lead manager on 13 clean energy equity
deals, ahead of Merrill Lynch in second place and Morgan Stanley in third place. The Iberdrola Renovables IPO did not
affect the overall rankings significantly as all the top three (and six of the top 10) banks were co-lead managers for the
mammoth-size deal.

No. of deals

13

8

11

Indicative amount invested (USDm)

2,816

2,483

2,312

Public Markets – Legal advisor to an underwriter

Rank

1

2

3

Company

Allen & Overy

Garrigues

Linklaters

Rankings for this contested category resulted in a win for Allen & Overy and second-place for Garrigues, both having
advised banks on the Iberdrola Renovables IPO. 

No. of deals

2

1

4

Indicative amount invested (USDm)

3,723

3,603

1,752

Public Markets – Legal advisor to an issuer

Rank

1

2

3

Company

Linklaters

Latham & Watkins

CMS

No. of deals

3

4

1

Indicative amount invested (USDm)

3,001

2,170

1,802

Right-hand photo: John Pickett of Linklaters (left), Michael Liebreich and John Cavalier of Credit Suisse
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Mergers & Acquisitions

M&A – Financial advisor to a target

Rank

1

2

3

Company

Goldman Sachs

RBC Capital Markets

Morgan Stanley

Goldman Sachs claimed top spot by having advised Horizon Wind – the company it bought in 2004 for an estimated price
of USD 580m – on its USD 2.74bn takeover by EDP. RBC Capital Markets took second place by advising Trinergy on
the sale of its wind portfolio to International Power for USD 2.5bn, while Credit Suisse finished third thanks to advising
the targets in two biofuel acquisitions, as well as Airtricity on its acquisition by E.ON.

No. of deals

1

1

3

Indicative amount invested (USDm)

2,740

2,522

2,172

M&A – Financial advisor to an acquirer

Rank

1

2

3

Company

Citi

Banco Espirito Santo

JPMorgan

Citi finishes top by advising EDP on acquiring Horizon, as well as Sumitomo Chemical on taking over Cambridge Display
Tech for USD 285m. Banco Espirito Santo finishes second, using its local knowledge to advise EDP, alongside Citi.
JPMorgan claims third place thanks to advising E.ON on its acquisition of Airtricity.

No. of deals

2

2

1

Indicative amount invested (USDm)

1,655

1,632

1,373

M&A – Legal advisor to a target

For law firms that advised companies that were taken over, Allen & Overy came top, followed by Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom in second place and Baker & McKenzie in third place.

M&A – Legal advisor to an acquirer

Clifford Chance finishes top of the table having advised International Power on its takeover of Trinergy’s wind portfolio. It
also advised Babcock & Brown on several Spanish wind farm acquisitions. Linklaters came second and Jones Day came
third.

Left-hand photo: Francesco Pascuzzi of Goldman Sachs (left), Michael Liebreich and Sandip Sen of Citi

NEF Awards 2007
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Project Finance

Project Finance – Mandated lead arranger (by total USDm)

Rank

1

2

3

Company

HSH Nordbank

Dexia SA

Royal Bank of Scotland

HSH Nordbank claimed the top spot having arranged the most deals with a strong focus on solar and wind in Europe
and the US. The bank also spearheaded developments in Eastern European markets, financing wind farms in Poland and
in Croatia. Dexia finished closely behind HSH Nordbank. While these two banks arranged many of the same deals,
Dexia’s focus was slightly more centred on the south of Europe. Royal Bank of Scotland finished third, having arranged
fewer but generally larger deals.

One particular deal that received a great deal of attention was the three-part, multi-currency Babcock & Brown Wind
Partners portfolio financing deal totalling USD 2.35bn. This interesting approach to financing assets spread over three
continents included hedging against currency risk, and it represented the first truly global wind portfolio financing. The
four MLA’s behind it were Bank of Scotland (HBOS), Dexia, Millennium BCP, and Banco Espirito Santo.

No. of deals

34

22

15

Indicative amount invested (USDm)

2,837

2,453

2,311

Project Finance – Legal advisors to arrangers (by total USDm)

Rank

1

2

3

Company

Milbank Tweed Hadley & McCloy

Garrigues

Linklaters

Among the law firms that advised the MLAs financing clean energy projects, Milbank Tweed Hadley & McCloy claims top
spot with a large number of US deals. Garrigues cleaned up in the Iberian market and took second place, while Linklaters
more or less cornered the rest of Europe and took third spot.

No. of deals

21

15

19

Indicative amount invested (USDm)

4,886

3,455

2,587

Right-hand photo: Nikolai Ulrich of HSH Nordbank (left), Michael Liebreich, and Eric Silverman of Milbank Tweed Hadley & McCoy
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Carbon Finance

Carbon Markets – Leading carbon off-taker by number of deals

Rank

1

2

3

Off-Taker

EcoSecurities

Carbon Asset Management

EDF Trading

EcoSecurities, the UK-listed carbon project developer, took top place with 402 projects, which is a testament to the firm’s
commitment to the CDM sector since 1997, as well as its focus on renewable energy projects, particularly in South
America.

No. of CDM/ JI contracts signed to December 2007

402

146

110

Carbon Markets – Leading carbon off-taker by contracted volume of carbon credits

Rank

1

2

3

Off-Taker

Natsource

EDF Trading

Trading Emissions

Part of the reason for the high level of activity is Natsource’s investment in three very large industrial gas projects in China.
These will yield substantial numbers of carbon credits and are currently over-performing in terms of expected credits.

Risk-adjusted contracted CDM/ JI credits (expected issued CERS to 2012,
from contracts signed up to December 2007)

101

65

62

Carbon Markets – Leading Legal Advisor to CDM and JI projects by number of deals

Rank

1

2

3

Law Firm

Baker & McKenzie

Clifford Chance

Norton Rose

No. of CDM/ JI contracts supported to December 2007

410

87

47

Left-hand photo: Martin Collins of Natsource (left), Graham Stuart of Baker & McKenzie, Guy Turner and Luiz Crispim of EcoSecurities

NEF Awards 2007
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Businesses in the vanguard of the clean energy investment
surge are running into a number of bottlenecks. The most
obvious are for specialist pieces of hardware such as wind
turbine gearboxes and solar grade silicon. However, there is
also a growing shortage of experienced leaders – the
human capital.

This is the message of a study of top-level recruitment in
the clean energy sector, produced jointly by New Energy
Finance, the leading clean energy investment analysis
provider, and Heidrick & Struggles, the international
executive search firm.

Preliminary results of the study were unveiled at a breakfast
presentation on 29 February at the New Energy Finance
Summit in London. A Research Note detailing the full
findings was published by New Energy Finance on 9 April.

The two companies conducted a special survey of senior
executives in the alternative and renewable energy sector to
gauge the seriousness of the “War For Talent” and pinpoint
the areas where recruitment difficulties are greatest. The
issue is rising up the agenda in sub-sectors such as wind
and solar energy and biofuels, as investment in specialist
businesses climbs rapidly.

The central finding of the research was that business
leaders regard the recruitment issue facing the sector as a
serious challenge. Some 37% of respondents said they
saw the recruitment challenge as “very serious”, and a

further 59% described it as “moderately serious”. Only 4%
said it was “not serious”. Senior managers said that finding
executives to drive the growth of their businesses was a key
challenge for the next 12-18 months, at least comparable
with other concerns such as the availability of projects and
assets, capital availability and cost, and government and
regulatory support.

The survey results showed that clean energy firms see
three high-level posts as particularly challenging to fill.
Some 48% of respondents said that chief technical officer
was one of the most difficult positions to fill, while 46% put
the post of chief executive officer in this category and 37%
said recruiting senior project managers was a tough task.
Fewer respondents named chief financial officer and chief
operating officer as difficult posts to fill. Overall, firms said that
the shortage of senior management was even more serious
than the shortage of technical skills and scientific talent.

The “War For Talent” team obtained responses from 75
executives from around the world – “those who make the
investment and hiring decisions”. Typically, they were
directors of specialist clean energy companies, top
managers at clean energy businesses within large
corporations, or leaders of investment companies focusing
on the sector. The survey also collected a large amount of
qualitative feedback from top managers about the “War For
Talent” and the challenge of finding entrepreneurial skills to
turn young and often technology-oriented clean energy
firms into serious industry players.

Talent shortage threatens fast
growth of clean energy sector

Source: New Energy Finance / Heidrick & Struggles

How challenging is recruitment for the renewable energy sector?

59%

Source: New Energy Finance / Heidrick & Struggles

Chairman

Chief sustainability officer

Non-executive director

Chief marketing officer

Chief financial officer

Chief operating officer

Senior project manager

Chief executive officer

Chief technical officer

37%

Which senior positions are most difficult to fill?

5%

5%

14%

6%

29%

48%

18%

46%

37%

4%Very serious

Moderately serious

Not serious
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DEVELOPMENTS IN NEW ENERGY, ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE & EFFECTIVE POLICY

Data charts appendix

1.1 Global Electricity Power Generation, by source, 2005: % Mtoe

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook 2007

Total = 4,261 Mtoe

1.2 Global Total Primary Energy Demand, by source, 2005: % Mtoe

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook 2007

Total = 11,428 Mtoe

1.3 Global Power Generation Capacity, by source, 2004: % GW

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook 2007

Total = 4,054 GW (est. 2007 = 4,500 GW)

1.4 Global Power Generation, by source, 2005: % TWh

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook 2007

Total = 18,194 TWh

1.5 Global Renewable Power Generation Capacity, 2004-2007: GW

Source: New Energy Finance

1.6 Global  Biofuel Production,
millions of litres

Source: New Energy Finance

1.7 Global Energy Demand for
Transport, 2005: % Mtoe

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook 2007
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Data charts appendix

1.8 Renewable Power Generation Capacity, by Country/Region, 2006: GW

Source: REN21 Global Status Report 2007

Note: Excludes Large Hydro power

2.1 Global Clean Energy Investment, by Asset Class & Region, 2007: $ billion

Source: REN21 Global Status Report 2007

Note: Figures marked * are based on industry estimates from various sources. 
Geared re-investment figure assumes a 1 year lag between VC/PE/Public 
Markets funds raised and project investment 
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Data charts appendix

2.2 Wilderhill New Energy Global Innovation Index, 2003 - 2008

Source: New Energy Finance, American Stock Exchange

Note: at 25 Feb 2008 (NEX up 57.9% in 2007)

2.3 Clean Energy VC/PE Company Investment, by Region: $ billion

Source: New Energy Finance

2.4 Clean Energy Public Market Investment, by Region: $ billion

Source: New Energy Finance

2.5 Clean Energy Asset Finance Investment, by Region: $ billion

Source: New Energy Finance

2.6 Global Clean Energy Investment, 2004 – 2007: $ billion

Source: New Energy Finance
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Data charts appendix

2.7 Forecast Cumulative Energy Supply Infrastructure Investment, 
by Energy Source, 2007 - 2030: $ trillion 

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook 2007 Reference Scenario

Total = $22 trillion (reduces by $2.7 trillion in Alternative Poloicy Scenario)

2.8 Forecast Cumulative Energy Supply Infrastructure Investment, by
Country/Region, 2007 - 2030: % share

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook 2007 Reference Scenario

Total = $22 trillion (reduces by $2.7 trillion in Alternative Poloicy Scenario)

3.1 Government Clean Energy Targets & Policies, selected Countries, 2008

Total = 4,054 GW (est. 2007 = 4,500 GW)

Source: New Energy Finance, Governments
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OPPORTUNITIES IN EQUITY FINANCE, CARBON MARKETS & ASSET FINANCE

Data charts appendix

4.1 Clean Energy VC/PE Investment, by Sector: $ billion 

Source: New Energy Finance

Clean Energy VC/PE Investment, by Sector: $ billion 

4.2 Clean Energy Public Market Investment, by Sector: $ billion

Source: New Energy Finance

Note: New Investment Only. 

4.3 NEX Attribution, by Sector & Country, 2007: share of % gain

Source: New Energy Finance

Note: NEX overall gain in 2007 = 57.9%

4.4 Clean Energy Public Equity Funds, Assets Under Mgt: $ billion

Source: New Energy Finance

Note: Number of Funds in brackets. Includes listed and unlisted public equity funds

4.5 Clean Energy VC/PE Investment, by Region, 2004-2007: $ billion

Source: New Energy Finance

4.6 Clean Energy VC/PE Investment, by Sector, 2007: $ million 

Source: New Energy Finance

Note: New Investment Only. Excludes PE for Projects & PE Buy-Outs Note: New Investment Only. Excludes PE for Projects & PE Buy-Outs 
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5.1 EU-ETS Phase I & II and Secondary CER Prices: €¤/tonne CO2e 

Source: New Carbon Finance

5.2 Projected EU-ETS Phase II CO2 Clearing Prices: €/tonne CO2e

Source: New Carbon Finance

5.3 EU-15 CO2e Emissions, by Source, 2007: % share

Source: New Carbon Finance

5.4 Approx. Long Run Abatement Costs in Europe: €/tonne CO2e

Source: New Carbon Finance

5.5 Global Potential for CDM Credits: Mt CERs/yr 

Source: New Carbon Finance

5.6 Likely Future Commitments to GHG Reductions: MtCO2e/yr

Source: New Carbon Finance
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6.1 Asset Finance by Sector

Source: New Energy Finance

Note: New investment only

6.2 Asset Finance by Region

Source: New Energy Finance

Note: New investment only 

6.3 Total VC/PE, Public Market & Asset Finance Investment, by Sector, 2004 – 2007: $ billion

Note: New investment only.

Source: New Energy Finance
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2007 was a good year for clean energy development in China. Strong policy targets
and government subsidies reassured nervous investors and project developers.
Leading manufacturers invested heavily to scale up wind turbine and silicon
production, seeing growing domestic demand and shortages in global supply chains
as an opportunity for expansion. In carbon, China has emerged as a major player
launching the world’s first national CDM fund while overtaking both India and Brazil in
the number of CDM projects currently in the pipeline. 

Despite these positive developments, many caveats exist. Supportive policies still
require better implementation and coordination with existing policies. Wind turbine
installation has grown aggressively, but grid infrastructure has fallen behind. Both wind
turbine and silicon manufacturing face growing competition and the risk of overheated
investment. CDM project development still faces an uncertain future after 2012. New
Energy Finance looks back and selects the top 10 key developments in the Chinese
clean energy arena in 2007 and finds that while much progress has been made, 2008
still holds many challenges. 

Insight Services: CHINA ANALYST REACTION

TOP 10 CHINESE CLEAN ENERGY

DEVELOPMENTS IN 2007: 

A GOOD YEAR BUT STILL 

A LONG WAY TO GO
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1. New renewable energy plan fuels a $265bn market
Released on 4 September 2007, China’s long awaited
Medium to Long Term Renewable Energy Development
Plan will require 10% RE use by 2010 and 15% by 2020
and an investment of at least CNY 2tr ($265bn) – or nearly
$17.7bn per year – to reach these targets. But despite
clear targets and promises of government support laid out in
the plan, significant policy coordination and implementation
concerns remain. 

Most of China’s RE will come from hydropower, which is
expected to receive a lion’s share of this new investment,
$172bn for nearly 190GW of new capacity by 2020. Wind
and biomass power, both targeted at only 30GW by 2020,
will receive smaller portions, at $25bn and $26bn
respectively. Meanwhile solar is estimated to need only
$17bn to reach its 1.8GW 2020 installed target. China will
also actively develop non-grain biofuels and plans to utilise
12.7bn litres of bioethanol and 2.4bn litres of biodiesel
annually by 2020 (see Table 1 and Figure 1). 

To help meet the targets set in the Plan, the government
plans to establish an RPS scheme for power generation and
grid companies. The RPS will require grid companies to
source at least 1% of their power purchases from non-hydro
renewables by 2010 and 3% by 2020. On the supply side,
power generation companies (with portfolios larger than
5GW) will be required to have at least 3% of their portfolios
in non-hydro renewables by 2010 and 8% by 2020. 

Although the plan further formalised China’s commitment
to developing renewable energy, concerns over the
implementation of new policies and the coordination and
enforcement of existing ones remained unanswered (see
NEF’s Analyst Reaction Chinese renewable energy plan:
will it mean take-off for a $265bn market?, published on 19
September 2007).

2. China reimbursed $34.6m to 1TWh renewable power
generated in 2006
On 30 September 2007, China disclosed a detailed subsidy
distribution mechanism whereby provincial grid companies
were reimbursed for the extra costs of purchasing 1TWh of
renewable energy from 38 grid-connected and five non-grid
connected projects in 2006. Although the plan represents
a reassuring move by the government to help cover the
extra costs of renewable power generation, the plan still
does not give any extra economic incentives for grid
companies and project developers.

In all, the $34.6m covered 939.2GWh of power
generation from 31 wind power projects (90% of the total),
104.3GWh from 6 biomass power and waste to energy
(WTE) projects, and 285.7MWh from one solar
demonstration project in Tibet. The subsidies were collected
from a 0.001 CNY/kWh tax placed on electricity end-users
around the country and were given to provincial grid
companies to cover the extra costs of purchasing power
from renewable projects versus local desulfurised coal
power plants. The scheme also detailed a redistribution
mechanism that ensured all grid companies would be fully
compensated, even those from provinces with smaller tax
bases and higher RE penetration.

Analyst Reaction

Table 1: China renewable energy 2005 capacity 
and 2010 and 2020 targets 

Sector

Hydro

Wind

Solar PV

Solar thermal

Biomass

Bioethanol

Biodiesel

Biogas

Biomass 
solid fuel

Geothermal

Marine

2005 capacity

117GW

1.3GW

70MW

80m2

2GW

1.3bn 
litres/year 
(grain-based)

59.5m 
litres/year

8bn cubic 
meters

N/A

N/A

N/A

Source: NDRC, New Energy Finance

2010 target

190GW

5GW

300MW

150m2

5.5GW

2.5bn litres

238.1m litres

19bn cubic 
meters

1m tonnes

4m tce

N/A

2020 target

300GW

30GW

1.8GW

300m2

30GW

12.7bn litres

2.4bn litres

44bn cubic 
meters

50m tonnes

12m tce

100MW (tidal)

Note: China plans to increase the ratio of renewable energy in total energy 
consumption to 10% by 2010 and 15% by 2020, compared with 7.5% as of 2005.

Figure 1: China’s renewable energy investment forecast by
sector, 2006 – 2020 :$bn at 2006 prices

Source: NDRC, New Energy Finance
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Note: Investment estimates for different sectors
Hydro: CNY 7,000 ($875) per kW
Biomass Power: CNY 7,000 ($875) per kW
Wind: CNY 6,500 ($812.5) per kW
Solar Power: CNY 75,000 ($9,375) per kW
Rural Household Biogas: CNY 3,000 ($375) per household
No estimates for other renewables and biofuels

Total investment of $251 bn by 2020

25 (10%)

24 (9%)

16 (6%)

24 (9%)

163 (66%)

Hydro

Rural Household Biogas

Solar Power

Wind

Biomass Power



While the plan signalled the government’s continued
involvement in RE development, implementation took longer
than expected, causing anxiety amongst many renewable
project developers. Continued support for the mechanism is
very likely (the government is currently working out the
numbers for 2007), but it is unclear what future versions of
the plan would look like (See NEF’s Analyst Reaction
China’s $34.6m subsidy for renewables in 2006: small
number tells a big story, published on 19 November 2007). 

3. Goldwind’s IPO posts a robust debut
On 26 December 2007, China’s largest wind turbine
manufacturer, Goldwind Science & Technology, (SZSE:
002202) issued 50m A-shares on the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange at the issue price of CNY 36, including 10m
shares placed through private placement (see Table 2).
Response to the company’s debut was very positive:
Goldwind’s shares jumped 264% to close at CNY 131 per
share after the first day of trading. Through this IPO, the
company has raised CNY 1.8bn ($244.8m) to further fund
its R&D, production capacity build-up, and wind farm
development. Of these, over a half, CNY 988m ($133.5m)
will be used to upgrade manufacturing facilities to make
them capable of producing larger 1.5MW turbines.

Goldwind has seen robust growth in recent years,
capturing 33.29% of the Chinese market and 2.8% of the
global market in 2006, making it the tenth largest wind
equipment manufacturer in the world. Its turnover tripled to
CNY 1.5bn ($206.5m) in 2006, with revenue expected to
hit CNY 3.24bn ($437.7m) with a net profit of CNY 601m
($81m) in 2007.

But despite the company’s impressive past performance
and soaring debut in Shenzhen, it faces a number of
challenges in a rapidly maturing Chinese wind
manufacturing market including fierce competition and
growing administrative costs (see NEF’s Analyst Reaction
Goldwind’s storming IPO: cash for 1.5MW turbine and
R&D, but fierce competition ahead, published on 11
January 2008).

4. China wind power hits 6GW, but only 4GW tied to a grid
China’s installed wind capacity surged to 6.05GW by the
end of 2007, according to the Global Wind Energy Council
(GWEC), but only 4GW was connected to a grid, according
to Pengfei Shi, vice president of the China Wind Energy
Association, highlighting a growing concern in the country’s
rapidly expanding wind market. 

At the end of 2006, China’s installed wind capacity was
2.6GW, meaning that nearly 3.5GW were added in 2007,
a figure that was widely expected by government officials
and New Energy Finance. According to Shi, capacity
growth in 2008 is likely to accelerate further, with another
4GW to be added this year, meaning that the country will
have built double its 2010 wind target, two years ahead of
time.

However, the fact that over 30% of installed wind
turbines are not connected to a grid highlights a growing
concern in China’s booming wind market. While grid
companies are required to purchase wind power, planning
and support for grid connection projects have been slow
and costly. Even capacity connected to a grid faces
transmission problems as China’s ageing power
infrastructure is often unable effectively to accommodate
wind power’s variable output. 

5. Chinese industrial giant acquires German wind blade
manufacturer 
In January 2007, China National Building Material Group
Co (CNBM) (HKEX: 03323) acquired a 100% stake in
NOI Rotortechnic through its wholly-owned subsidiary
Lianyungang Zhongfu Lianzhong Composites, a wind
turbine blade maker. The acquisition gave Lianyungang
Zhongfu access to foreign wind blade technology, boosting
its position in MW sized blades as wind-manufacturing
demand in China grows. In October 2007, Lianyungang
Zhongfu commissioned a 1050MW per year 1.5MW blades
plant at its home base in Jiangsu Province. The company
also plans a second plant in Inner Mongolia and has set up
long-term supply agreements with Chinese turbine
manufacturers Sinovel and Shanghai Electric, both of which
are developing 1.5MW wind turbines. 
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Table 2: Goldwind IPO Summary

Stock Name

Stock Exchange

Ticker

Stock Type

First trading

Number of Shares on Offer

Issue Price

Offering Size

Issue Date

Total shares before IPO

Total shares after IPO

Market Capitalisation on admission

Free Float

Recommender and Underwriter

Source: NDRC, New Energy Finance

Goldwind

Shenzhen

002202

A-shares

26 December 2007

50,000,000

CNY 36 ($4.9)

CNY 1.8bn ($245m)

14/12/2007

450,000,000

500,000,000

CNY 18bn ($2.4bn)

8%

Haitong Securities



6. Silicon investments in China surge in 2007
The past year has seen a surge in polysilicon investments
in China. Spurred by the ongoing silicon shortage and
soaring price of polysilicon in the international spot market,
to a reported $250-$400/kg, more than 60 silicon
factories have been announced in China since 2006.
However, only about 21 of them have secured engineering
contracts and are ready to really kick off.

By the end of 2007, about five polysilicon plants had
been commissioned, with a total production of over 1,500
tonnes. This includes Luoyang Zhonggui’s 1,000 tonne
plant and Sichuan Xinguang’s 1,260 tonne plant. And there
are at least five more that will come online in 2008, each
with a capacity of 1,000 to 2,000 tonnes. 

According to New Energy Finance forecasts, by the end
of 2008, China will have produced slightly more than 7,000
tonnes in the year, accounting for 15% of the total world’s
silicon supply for PV. China’s share of PV supply will grow
to 42% by 2011, making it one of the biggest silicon
manufacturing bases in the world (see Figure 2). The total
capacity may be high but we expect the capacity utilisation
rate to be, on average, low. There are many reasons for
this, such as lack of operational experience and the
problem of disposal of poisonous by-products. 

With increasing polysilicon investments globally, the
silicon shortage will be eased gradually. New Energy
Finance believes that by mid 2009, the pressure will be off
on supply and accordingly the spot price of polysilicon will
be down to $40-70/kg. If this happens, can the Chinese
silicon producers make money on the investment that they
have already poured in?

Several industry insiders have showed their worry about
overheated silicon investment in China, including Dr. Shi
Zhengrong of Suntech Power (NYSE: STP). Given that
silicon production is capital and electricity intensive and not
very environmentally friendly, New Energy Finance believes
both silicon developers and investors need to calm down
and reconsider the risks they are going to face in the near
future. In particular, competition from Russian companies
such as Nitol, which have access to abundant hydro-
electric resources, may be a problem for Chinese silicon
manufacturers in the long run.

7. Thin-film solar cells are getting hotter in China
Besides their enthusiasm for polysilicon, thin-film has also
become a hot choice for investors. Thin-film solar modules
are generally less efficient but cheaper than crystalline silicon
modules. This is partly because thin-film solar cells need very
little silicon raw material compared with multi-/mono-
crystalline PV cells, which makes this technology very
attractive to investors given a sky-rocketing silicon price.

Actually, not much real thin-film capacity came online in
2007. In 2007, Golden Sun (Fujian) Solar Technic achieved
a 30MW thin-film capacity, and Stream High-Tech built its
first trial production line, a 5MW thin-film facility in
Changzhou of Jiangsu Province. The overall thin-film
capacity in China is estimated at not more than 100MW at
the end of 2007, and there was little actual production.
However, taken all the announced thin-film production
projects of 2007 into consideration, China is likely to have
at least 400MW thin-film PV production capacity by the end
of 2008.

In addition, several thin-film PV firms are planning IPOs
in domestic or overseas stock markets. Nantong
Qiangsheng Photovoltaic, which is constructing three
25MW a-Si thin-film PV production lines, is actively
planning a Nasdaq IPO, through which it hopes to raise
between $200m and $250m. Topray Solar, another a-Si
company with a relatively long track record, filed to IPO on
Shenzhen stock exchange in February 2008, and will
become the first pure-play PV company listed on the
domestic market. It currently has a capacity of 50MW a-Si
thin-film PV, and claims a larger share of export markets
than its peers in China.

New Energy Finance believes thin-film PV technology
deserves a large share of the market due to its low cost and
flexibility of application, especially in the area of BIPV. But
it is not going to completely replace silicon-based PV due
to its low efficiency, about 6-8% compared with 17% for
silicon-based PV cells, which will remain in demand for
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Figure 2: Global silicon production for PV vs Chinese silicon production:
tonnes, % share of China

Source: New Energy Finance

Note: For methodology, see Research Note, “The cell maker’s dilemma: when will the
silicon shortage end?”
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space-constrained applications. Technical questions still
remain about the quality assurance and scalability of
manufacture of thin-film technologies. 

8. China halts the use of grains in biofuels production
With food prices skyrocketing in 2007, the Chinese
government decided to withdraw approval for future grain-
based ethanol projects in June 2007. Later in September,
the government also made a decision to impose severe
restrictions on biodiesel produced from rapeseed
feedstock. 

The four government-designated corn-based ethanol
producers in China, Jilin Fuel Alcohol, Heilongjiang CR
Alcohol, Henan Tianguan and Anhui BBCA, with a
combined capacity of 1.3bn litres per year, have been
asked to gradually switch to non-food feedstocks.
Meanwhile, the government will also encourage the use of
non-grain biofuel feedstocks, such as cassava, sorghum,
and cellulose, through subsidies to farmers and producers
and relevant tax breaks for those who use non-food based
feedstocks. 

Cofco, the nation’s largest grain producer and trader,
reacted to this policy by scrapping its three grain-based
bioethanol projects and shifting investment towards non-
grain bioethanol production. China’s first approved cassava-
based bioethanol project, Cofco’s 253.5m-litre per year
unit, was commissioned in Beihai, in southern Guangxi
Province at the end of 2007.

9. China sets up the world’s first national CDM Fund
On 9 November 2007, China launched the China Clean
Development Mechanism Fund (CDM Fund), the first
national CDM fund in the world. The fund is set up to better
manage revenues levied from the issuance of CERs from
registered CDM projects. A group of seven government
agencies including the NDRC, the Ministry of Finance and
the Ministry of Science and Technology will be responsible
for managing the fund.

The fund got its first CER issuance income in April 2007
from a registered wind CDM project. It is likely to expand as
more projects are approved and issue credits. Estimates
show that the carbon credits income attributed to the
government will come to $50m by the end of 2007.
Besides carbon credit transaction income, the fund also
receives donations or borrows loans from international
financial organisations and individuals as well as other
sources approved by the State Council. It has already
received a $1m donation from the Asian Development Bank
as a technical assistance fund. 

The fund will be granted or loaned to CDM projects to
finance domestic CDM capacity building, as well as to
promote international cooperation. The fund plans to
establish a carbon trading exchange that helps to improve
the CDM exchange situation and increase the CER prices
of CDM projects in China. The establishment of the fund
will greatly improve domestic CDM developments and will
help build carbon emission regulations and market systems
in China.

10. China pushes hard for CDM development in 2007
After a slow start, China has become a major player in the
global CDM market, ahead of both India and Brazil. Data
from CDM Executive Board shows that China currently has
149 projects registered and an additional 812 projects
either requesting registration or awaiting validation. In all,
these 961 projects account for 32.6% of worldwide CDM
projects and are projected to generate 1,283.2m of CERs
by 2012, or equivalent to 53% of the global pipeline for
CERs. Many more projects are currently in earlier stages of
development and are therefore not included in these
figures.

China’s CDM development priorities are focused on
renewable energy, energy efficiency and methane
utilisation. Renewable energy projects such as wind and
hydro contribute substantially to the overall project numbers
(65%) with energy efficiency (17%) and methane projects
(8%) also making a mark. As for carbon credits up to 2012,
HFC and N2O projects accounts for 38% of the overall
CERs, with renewable energy, energy efficiency and
methane projects accounting for 26%, 13% and 11% of
the overall CERs respectively.

The Chinese government has taken measures to
streamline the approval process and boost potential CDM
project exploitation. China’s Designated National Authority
(DNA) has produced clear guidance for the approval
process and is now processing CDM applications within two
months. Among 961 potential CDM projects, 932 projects
have been approved. China has established 27 provincial
CDM technology service centres to promote capacity
building for potential CDM projects in the area.
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More than half of US states representing 60% of US GDP have already committed
to reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and there are more than 10 federal climate-
change bills calling for nationwide reductions in emissions that have been backed by
the majority of presidential candidates. In most of these bills “cap-and-trade” policies,
under which regulated entities are required to meet firm emissions targets but can
trade emission rights in order to achieve their targets at least cost, figure prominently.
It is therefore very likely that we will see a US cap-and-trade programme for
greenhouse gases in the not too distant future, most probably starting in 2012-2013. 

Our analysis of these potential federal programmes suggests that a US carbon market
will cover emissions more than double those of the European Emissions Trading
scheme, the world’s largest greenhouse-gas trading scheme at present. The climate-
change bill with currently the largest chances of success, Lieberman-Warner’s
America Climate Security Act, for example, if passed in its current form could result
in the US economy facing carbon prices of $35-40/t by 2015 increasing to $45/t by
2020 and creating a market worth $1 trillion/yr.

This high carbon price could be mitigated by easing the bill’s proposed limitations on
the import of international project credits (such as Clean Development Mechanism
projects), without undermining the environmental integrity of the scheme. This could
keep prices as low as $15/t over the first few years of the programme, thereby
reducing projected increases in electricity, natural gas and gasoline prices and
potentially saving the US economy up to $145 billion per year. Such a policy would
ease the US’ transition to a carbon-constrained economy and ensure its integration
into a global trading system. 

RESEARCH NOTE Insight Services: Carbon

THE POLITICS OF 

CLIMATE CHANGE:

US CARBON MARKET TO BE

WORTH $1 TRILLION BY 2020
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Shortage of Carbon
Despite continuing reluctance of the current administration
to act on climate change, the issue is rapidly moving up the
political agenda in the United States. This development
has been primarily instigated by state-level action in
California and the North Eastern states combined with calls
from the business community for pre-emptive federal
policy. At the federal level, there are currently 13 bills
circulating in the Congress proposing to address climate
change through domestic action. The latest and most
successful bill was proposed late last year by a bipartisan
group led by Senators Lieberman and Warner, which calls
for near nationwide emission reductions delivered by a
cap-and-trade system. In December 2007, it passed
through the Senate Committee on Environment and Public
Works and has therefore reached the full Senate floor,
where it is expected to be discussed during the coming
months. 

A cap-and-trade programme aims to alter the upwards
trajectory in emissions growth by setting a cap on the
amount of greenhouse gases that can be emitted by
covered installations. This cap is then gradually reduced to
ensure that emissions reduce. The above-mentioned
climate-change bills have proposed widely varying paths for
future emissions, as shown in Figure 1. The ambition of
each of the bills varies greatly, with a net demand for
emission reductions in 2020 of between 500Mt/yr and
2,000Mt/yr. Further in the future, by 2050, this reduction
requirement would increase to 2,100Mt/yr under the
electricity-sector-only bills up to a high of almost
9,000Mt/yr for the most ambitious bills that aim for an
80% reduction from current levels. As a comparison, the
European Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) is projected

to have demand equal to approximately 400Mt/yr by 2015.
Note that the quoted figures are all relative to emission
projections that would occur in the absence of a cap-and-
trade programme. 

Supply: US Emission Reductions 
The demand for emission reductions, as given in the
previous section, can be met through the deployment of a
wide variety of emission-reduction measures. Each of these
measures has a specific cost associated and a certain
volume of abatement that can be achieved, which is
generally represented by a marginal abatement cost (MAC)
curve. The intersection of the demand for emission
reductions and the supply of emission reductions as given
by the MAC curve can then inform us about the carbon
price that can be expected under a cap-and-trade
programme. 

Many no- to low-cost opportunities to reduce emissions
exist in almost every sector of the economy. Some are
cheaper and easier to implement, such as energy-efficient
light bulbs; others require significant capital expenditure and
could take many years to implement, such as nuclear power
stations. The distinction between short, medium and long-
term opportunities is therefore important. In our analysis,
short-term measures can realistically be implemented within
one year, whereas medium and long-term measures are
expected to be available in the 2010-2020 and post-2020
timeframe respectively.

The role of credits needs to be separated from that of
emission reductions within the covered sectors. For covered
entities, the abatement of one tonne of carbon within their
facility ensures that they directly save an allowance or can
sell one on the market. For credits, however, this is not
directly true as some types of credits may not be eligible
and they are often subject to caps. Ineligibility is ascribed to
maintain the environmental integrity of the programme and
the caps ensure that most reductions are actually achieved
within the covered sectors rather than ‘imported’. In
addition, project credits from outside the trading regime
tend to be relatively inexpensive and potentially abundant
and, as such, play an important role for setting the market
price. We distinguish between the following types of
credits: 

• Domestic offset credits. These are emission reductions
achieved in sectors outside of the trading programme, but
within the country. Examples of these for a likely US
programme are credits from the agricultural, waste and
forestry sectors mentioned above. These are generally
regarded to be the least expensive form of abatement at

Figure 1: Comparison of federal climate-change bills: 
Business as usual and targeted economy-wide emissions 

Source: New Carbon Finance
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around $5-$10/t and are therefore likely to be preferred
over other forms of abatement. Their availability is however
not limitless and we estimate that a maximum of 530Mt/yr
of domestic offset credits can be produced in the medium
term.

• International credits from other trading programmes.
This category involves credits that can be directly purchased
from other regulated trading markets with strict targets,
such as the European Emissions Trading Scheme.
International credits from other trading programmes, such
as the EU ETS, are plentiful: around 2,200Mt are issued
every year, but they are not cheap. They currently trade at
$33 per tonne of CO2 and this will very likely exceed $50/t
when a future US programme becomes operational. 

• International credits from emission-reduction projects.
These are defined as credits obtained through emission-
reduction projects such as those eligible under the Kyoto
Protocol, for example Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM) projects. The CDM gives the opportunity to
undertake any emission-reduction project in a developing
country such as China, India and Mexico (all countries that
do not have a target under the Kyoto Protocol) provided
that the project meets certain pre-specified criteria. The
criteria have been defined under the Kyoto Protocol and the
process to obtain the final credits through which each
project needs to go is managed by the UN. The supply of
these credits is near limitless and we anticipate the market
price for CDM credits to decrease to the marginal cost of
production, of the order of $10-15/t. 

Although these categories of credits may be readily
available, it was already mentioned that the utilisation of
these credits is likely to be capped. The limits that the
various bills have suggested for the use of domestic and
international credits range from no credits allowed at all up
to a maximum of 30% of an installation’s compliance
obligation (ie actual emissions). Bingaman allows the use of
both credits from comparable trading systems (eg the EU
ETS) as well as international project credits (eg CDM/JI
credits), but caps this at 10% of an entity’s emissions. The
Lieberman-Warner Bill allows 15% domestic offset credits
and 15% credits from other trading programmes to be used
as compliance tools (both as percentage of emissions) and
therefore fully excludes one large source of inexpensive
abatement: international project-based credits.

Carbon Price in the US
Combining the demand and supply curves that have been
discussed above, we can determine what carbon price to
expect under certain conditions. The equilibrium carbon

price is determined by the intersection of the demand level
and the MAC curve. The MAC curve includes all abatement
opportunities within the US and does not distinguish
between opportunities in covered sectors and those from
offset sectors. We project that all abatement opportunities
from offset sectors can be utilised as the lowest limit on
domestic credits expected in a future cap-and-trade
programme is 10% (or equivalent to 600Mt/yr) and is
higher than the credits that we expect to be available from
these sectors. For an accurate price projection, the MAC
curve is somewhat different for each bill according to its
coverage and offset limits.

Table 1 shows for each of the proposed bills the expected
carbon price for 2020. For each of the bills a minimum price
of $10/t is expected by 2020, with ambitious bills, such as
Senator Sanders’, causing the price to exceed $50/t in
order for the emission reductions to be achieved. Although
the electricity-sector bills have got lower demand levels
than the economy-wide bills, their prices will still be high
since their MAC curve only contains electricity-sector
opportunities and offset credits (apart from Feinstein who
has not given any indication on the use of international
credits). We expect the Lieberman-Warner bill to produce a
price of $45/t by 2020 due to the near 1,600Mt of
reductions that need to be delivered; as soon as 2015
prices can already reach $35-40/t. The main reason for the
high price is that relatively costly abatement opportunities
within the electricity sector, such as fuel-switching, new
capacity and some CCS, will need to be implemented. 

Although the bill allows for 30% of the compliance
obligation to be utilised through credits this does not provide
any relief to the price for three reasons. Firstly, despite the
fact that the bill allows up to 15% domestic offsets,
equivalent to approximately 900Mt/yr, the above analysis
has shown that there is unlikely to be much more than
530Mt/yr available of which only 380Mt/yr is eligible.
Secondly, the bill only allows for 15% of credits from other
regulated emission-trading schemes, such as the EU ETS,
and not international project credits such as CDM/JI
credits. With EU allowances likely to trade at prices
exceeding $50/t, these will also not be able to bring carbon
prices down. And thirdly, the bill does not allow the use of
less expensive international project credits, many of which
are available at costs lower than $20/t. This constraint on
the access to international project credits could have
profound implications for the US economy as it would
exclude a significant volume of inexpensive abatement and
would therefore maintain a high carbon price within the US.
Under an alternative scenario that the bill would allow
international project credits up to 15% (900Mt/yr) there
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would be sufficient inexpensive abatement opportunities
available to keep the price potentially as low as $15/t in the
period up to 2015 and $25/t up to 2020. 

These prices can be derived by combining the MAC
curves for the Lieberman-Warner bill and CDM projects.
Through the inclusion of international project credits as a
means of compliance the MAC curve extends to the right by
900Mt, assuming that the full 15% limit will be met by
these projects given their low cost. The price at which these
projects will be available will depend on the global demand
and supply balance for CDM credits. We estimate that the
central demand for CDM credits by 2015 will be
approximately 550Mt/yr from countries such as the EU
(including the European Emissions Trading Scheme),
Japan, Canada, Australia and the Voluntary Market (see our
January 2008 Research Note on Post-2012 Scenarios).
With an additional 900Mt from the US, total demand would
reach 1,450Mt/yr and the equilibrium price would equal
$15/t instead of $5/t without the US. 

The sheer size of abatement required by 2020, 0.5 to
2.0 billion tonnes annually will require large investment in
new technologies and project development over the next
decade. These figures are substantially larger than the
most-established carbon-trading scheme at present, the
EU ETS, which by 2015 is projected to have a demand of
some 400Mt/yr. Hence, within a period of only seven years
the US could be faced with a demand for emission
reductions under the Lieberman-Warner bill (900Mt) two
times as large as in the EU ETS. 

In addition, the planning and implementation of emission-
reduction projects does not happen overnight and if not all
of these emission reductions are achieved by 2020, the US
could see carbon prices go even higher. A useful parallel
can be drawn with current trading programmes. The Clean
Development Mechanism is a project-based mechanism
under the Kyoto Protocol that has already been in existence

for more than three years with more than $12.5 billion
raised in public and private funds1 in addition to a significant
amount of on-balance sheet financing by developers in
developing countries. Thus far, however, only 100Mt of
credits have actually been issued. This will increase to more
than 400Mt/yr in the future, but serves as a good example
of how long it takes for a credit pipeline to build up to a
sufficient volume of emission reductions. Hence, significant
investment will need to occur now in order to prevent price
levels exceeding $45 in 2020 and at the same time meet
the necessary reductions. 

The last column in table 1 gives the potential market
value that can be expected from a US cap-and-trade
programme. This is calculated by multiplying the demand by
the expected carbon price and by a churn rate. The churn
rate indicates how many times a unit is being traded in the
market. Commodities tend to trade 6-20 times the
underlying market2, so for this calculation we have assumed
the average: a churn rate of 13. In the EU ETS, the churn
rate relative to the net demand for carbon was already
approximately 8 in 2007 (assuming Phase II figures) so a
churn rate of 13 as far out as 2020 is likely to be an
underestimate. Assuming that Lieberman-Warner will be
implemented, we believe that the total market value for US
emissions trading could be worth several hundred billion
dollars and could reach a trillion dollars by 2020. By
comparison, the global energy market was valued at $4
trillion in 20063.

Table 1: Demand and prices under different legislative proposals by 2020

Source: New Carbon Finance. Carbon prices are in 2007 prices 

Milo Sjardin, Head of North American Carbon Research
New Carbon Finance
milo.sjardin@newcarbonfinance.com
+ 1 646 673 8568

Market value2020

$ 936 bn

$ 208 bn

$ 159 bn

$ 1170 bn

$ 1300 bn

$ 1300 bn

$ 146 bn

$ 156 bn

$ 211 bn

Carbon price ($/t)2020

$ 40-50

$ 15-25

$ 15-20

>$ 50

>$ 50

>$ 50

$ 20-25

$ 10-20

$ 30-35

Demand (Mt/yr) 2020

1,578

773

656

1,790

1,951

2,022

542

465

809

Bills

Lieberman-Warner

Lieberman-McCain / Olver

Bingaman

Kerry

Inslee / Waxman

Sanders

Carper

Feinstein

Alexander

1  Source: New Carbon Finance, press release, October 2007
2  Source: Commodities, Sept 2007
3  Parker Global Strategies White Paper, Energy Edge. 



On 6 February, Norwegian vertically integrated PV company REC Group (Oslo: REC)
announced delays to the progress of one of its US-based polysilicon factories, which
will cause it to overspend by approximately $130m. The news is a shock, as REC is
one of the ‘Tier 1’ silicon manufacturers, which are expected to meet their schedules.
New Energy Finance expects further similar announcements, as REC’s problems are
likely to be reflected industry-wide. 
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New Energy Finance concludes:
• The rapid expansion of global silicon production capacity
has caused a shortage of specialised components and
experienced engineers for silicon factories. This has
affected REC, but will be even more dangerous to those
silicon companies more dependent on outside expertise.
We have therefore adjusted our solar silicon production
forecast from the one published in November. For 2008,
our forecast is 50,000 tonnes, up slightly from the 47,000
tonnes published in November – we have discovered new
factories since then, and our estimates surrounding Tier 2
and 3 silicon players were already very conservative.
However, our 2010 forecast is right down, from 120,600
tonnes to just 104,105 tonnes, because we believe that
many Tier 3 and Tier 2 plants will simply not get the EPC 
support to begin work. See Figure 1 for our new forecast.

• This does not change our prognosis that the silicon
shortage will end in H2 2009. In particular, the weakening
economy makes it less likely that governments will pass
generous measures to shore up demand for PV.

• The 2008-09 period should be a boon for EPC
contractors with silicon experience, and also for contract
manufacturers which can quickly meet demand for semi-
specialised equipment like valves and pumps. 

What happened to REC?
The division in question is REC Silicon, which is currently in
the middle of a de-bottlenecking project. The project is to
increase rapidly silane production in order to have a smooth
silicon expansion schedule, without running into a
bottleneck for supply of silane. There are two REC silicon
plant locations – Butte, Montana and Moses Lake,
Washington – and these use two different technologies,
Siemens and Fluidised Bed Reactor (FBR) (see Appendix I). 

Both plants will now be delayed. Of the two, the bigger
problem is the new 6,500 tonne FBR factory in Moses
Lake. In August 2006, REC broke ground on this new
plant, with the cost expected to total $660m. Mechanical
completion was expected by Q1 2008 and final commission
by Q3 2008. On 7 February 2008, CEO Erik Thorsen
convened an ad-hoc conference call to say that there will
be a “serious deviation” in timing and project cost due to
delays in equipment delivery, particularly valves and pumps.
Mechanical completion will therefore be moved to
September, and commercial production to late Q4 2008. 

Furthermore, the cost of the factory will now be
increased by 20%, or $132m, due to “additional costs to
mitigate the potential effects of further delays in
completion”. The 8,000 tonne guidance for 2008
production, which REC cited at its presentation last month,
has been reduced to 7,000 tonnes. 

On 6 February, Thorsen said he could not comment on
specifics, such as risks to earnings and the exact impact
the shortage will have on its downstream operation, until the
Q4 2007 earnings call scheduled for early the following
week. He emphasised that the delay was an isolated event
with no financial implication from potentially unhappy
buyers. However, he did not rule out an effect on REC’s
production, especially in its wafer division, and said that it is
“too early to say that this will absolutely not impact 2009
polysilicon production.”

What does it mean?
New Energy Finance concludes:

• Is FBR a risky technology? 

REC reiterated that the delay had nothing to do with the risk
in technology, but was entirely due to problems in project

Figure 1: Past and projected silicon production available to the solar
industry, by tier of company and year, 2006-2011: tonnes

Source: New Energy Finance

Note: Assumptions described in Appendix II of Research Note, Cell maker’s dilemma:
when will the silicon shortage ease?. 

Figure 2: REC Group’s share price movement

Source: New Energy Finance

Note: Closing share price. 31 business days. NOK1 = 0.18USD
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control. This is not easy to swallow as it does not specify
what equipment it is having problems with, although it hinted
at valves and pumps. It seems likely that supply of these
would be by a semi-specialised contract manufacturer.

In terms of technology, FBR is seen as relatively risky, since
most current silicon production is done by the Siemens
method (see Appendix I). FBR produces granular silicon
instead of rods, and reduces production cost by 20-30%
compared with Siemens without compromising on purity.
REC owns a proprietary and patented closed-loop
technology, and the only other competitor is Wacker-
Chemie (Frankfurt: WCH). Both companies are not likely to
license widely. Finally, granular silicon will always be a small
percentage of the total silicon supply, but it is expected to
put pressure on Siemens manufacturers to bring down costs.

• What is the implication for its 1.5GW wafer, cell, module
Singapore factory?

REC has chosen Singapore as the location to build a
1.5GW integrated wafer-to-module production plant, where
the majority of raw material will come from its US-based
factories. The Singapore factory is scheduled to go through
a staged expansion between 2010 and 2012. 

REC’s Moses Lake plant will have a utilisation rate of a
mere 6% this year, compared with the previously projected
23%, meaning that the first staged expansion in Singapore
may not be realisable due to knock-on effects. REC,
however, has not yet made a formal investment decision, as
it has until Q2 2008. Given the delay in feedstock
production, we may see either a delayed investment
decision or a change in project timeline. This will not be
easy as REC has already announced that production will
start up no later than 2010. However, by then it may be
able to buy silicon on the open market, if it wishes.

• What sort of risks can we see in the existing contracts for
silicon and wafers?

Contracts normally have a ‘force majeure’ clause that will
shield the supplier from liability for any uncontrollable
incidents. REC will count this delay in equipment as one
such force majeure event and thus, is unlikely to incur any
penalties. Furthermore, REC’s poly and wafer contracts are
largely take-or-pay fixture, meaning that even if REC cannot
produce the full contracted volume, buyers will have to pay
the required sum.

What is probably most problematic is how the delay may
affect some of its partners’ 2008 guidance. Q-Cells’ CFO,
Hartmut Scheuning, reaffirmed that its 2008 purchase,
sales and earnings guidance will not be affected. Q-Cells
holds 17% of REC and jointly with REC and Evergreen
Solar (Nasdaq: ESLR), owns 33% of EverQ, a string-
ribbon wafer manufacturer.

Evergreen Solar may have a bigger problem since it is
expecting significant volume to be delivered, beginning this
year. For example, 400 tonnes is expected in H2 2008,
which is to increase to 1,200 tonnes annually by 2010 to
2014. This is on top of 190 tonnes REC is already
contracted to deliver under an existing agreement. 

EverQ is slated to be one of this year’s solar IPOs; the delay
in supply from its parent combined with weakening market
conditions may prompt it to consider delaying the flotation,
and its 600MW expansion plan may be revised. 

Historically, REC has supplied substantial volumes to
Japanese wafer maker Sumitomo, which supplies wafers to
the industry leader by cell volume, Sharp.

• Are valves and pumps going to be the next bottleneck?

NEF mentioned recently that given the steady demand and
high growth rate of the industry, bottlenecks of all sorts
along the entire value chain are likely to emerge (see
Shenzhen conference: short glass and closing window).
Speciality valves and pumps are not our projected
immediate bottlenecks but certainly, there is a global
shortage of technology know-how providers (TKHP) who
are experienced at integrating the different facility parts and
synergising with EPC execution.

Given current demand to build more silicon plants, the lead
times to secure EPCM contractors and work out the details
can be long. For example, two of the most highly sought-
after contractors are the US engineering giant, Fluor
(NYSE: FLR), and Chinese state-owned Chengda
Engineering. Fluor is not only busy building for REC but is
also responsible for the silicon plants of Elkem, Nitol, and

Table 2: New Capacity per Quarter

Buyer (polysilicon)

SUMCO

Evergreen Solar*

Buyer (wafers)

Photovoltech

Solland

Source: REC Group

Value

$786m

ND

Value

EUR 670m

EUR 500m

Duration

7 (6,000t)

7 (7,400t)

Duration

7

7

Note: *Has already committed to deliver 4,000t to its JV company, EverQ which will
start delivery in 2010 for 5 years. ND = Not disclosed
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LDK Solar (NYSE: LDK). Chengda Engineering also
has an impressive portfolio, including building for Asia
Silicon (Qinghai), Sichuan Yongxiang, and Emei
Semiconductor. 

To conclude, REC’s announcement cannot be seen just
in terms of who may be directly and indirectly affected. On
a more macro level, it is a general wake-up call to the
myriad of aspiring silicon manufacturers of lesser pedigree
and experience. If a company like REC is having production
difficulties it will be even more difficult for many of the new
entrant Chinese companies to be successful. 

New Energy Finance has therefore decreased its already
conservative expectations of silicon production from the
scheduled silicon capacity, though we still expect the
bottleneck to ease in H2 2009.

Appendix I. Purification technologies
Siemens
The Siemens process begins with the reaction of MG-Si
with hydrochloric acid (HCl), to produce trichlorosilane
(TCS), HSiCl3. This is a gas, which is then purified by
distillation refining, mainly to reduce carbon. It is then put
into a bell-shaped thermal decomposition furnace (a
chemical vapour deposition reactor), which contains a U-
shaped slim polysilicon rod. 

At a temperature of 1000°C, some of the TCS
undergoes thermal decomposition into silicon and
hydrochloric acid, with the silicon depositing on the rod until

the desired diameter is reached, and the TCS in the
chamber being replaced if necessary. It can take up to a
week, after which the rods are crushed to make chunks of
solar-grade polysilicon.

Pros:
- Established and trusted process
- Highest purity and thus fetches highest premium

Cons:
- High initial cost (~$80-130m per 1,000 tonnes)
- Higher operational cost (energy consumption of 

75-130kWh/kg of Si)
- Requires an operational permit that can take a long time 

to obtain, due to safety issues with TCS and hydrogen 
chloride

- Small-scale production is not possible ( plants start 
being economical above 1,000 tonnes)

- Batch instead of continual production process

Fluidised Bed Reactor (FBR)
The FBR process is another chemical method of polysilicon
production, and its best-known proponent is REC (Oslo:
REC). The Mg-Si is converted into silane, SiH4, often via a
trichlorosilane stage. Again, thermal decomposition is used
to produce molecular silicon, and hydrogen gas. 

However, unlike the Siemens process which uses rods as
the seed for deposition of polysilicon, PBR uses small seed
particles of polysilicon suspended in the reactor by the gas
mixture. 

Selected Companies Mentioned in this Report

Source: New Energy Finance
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As more silicon deposits onto the seed particles they
become too heavy to stay suspended, drop to the bottom of
the reactor, and are collected. Thus, this process may be

run continuously, unlike the Siemens process which is run
in batches. The usual output of FBR is silicon granules,
which are ideal for ribbon-growth-on-substrate (RGS)
methods of wafer production, Electro Magnetic Casting
(EMC) ingot making methods, and edge-defined film fed
growth (EFG).

Pros:
- Lower operational cost than Siemens (20-40kWh/kg 

energy consumption)
- Continuous process, ie, continual withdrawal of product 

while introducing new reactants resulting in higher 
production rate

- Product particularly suitable for several state-of-the-art 
further processing methods

Cons:
- Chunks of polysilicon are preferable to granules for the 

semiconductor industry. This is because the higher 
surface area-to-volume ratio of granules results in more 
impurities entering a melt through oxidation

- Scale-up difficulties, compared with the more 
established Siemens technology. These largely relate to 
the challenges of enlarging bed diameter, height and 
fluidising velocity

- Higher ongoing maintenance costs due to wear on reactor
from the falling granules

Figure 5: Fluidised Bed Reactor

Source: REC Group
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